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Introduction
In this thesis I have endeavored to trace the use
of the American Indian in American literature to the
year 1890, referring in particular to the Eastern Indians
in and around the New England states, New York, Virginia,
and Pennsylvania
,
occasionally with references to that
part of Canada near New York. I have limited the subject
to this particular section of the country because the
plethora of material would not permit a thorough
investigation of the Indian's appearance in literature
in other parts of the Unitea b cates.
To accomplish my purpose, I ha.ve felt it necessary
to set forth the historical background by the mentioning
of the first-knovm occupants of America, the Mound-Builders,
a type of Aboriginal Indian, and by the description of the
invasion of their hunting ground by the '"hite Man. Thus
we get a picture of the circumstances which were to
provide the background for the entrance of the American
Indian into the literature of the v^hite man.
I have endeavored to read the original texts of the
earlier writings in every instance v;hen they were available,
and when they were not, I have referred to a library or
encyclopedia of American literature. Throughout the thesis

I have included quotations from vsirious authors in
order that the reader might compare the different authors
both in respect to style and content, and so that he might
notice the gradual change in attitude tov/ai*d the Indian
from the Puritanistic to the humanitarian and the
romantic.
As is necessary in a thesis of this type, I have
put more emphasis on certain authors, either because
they were representative of a t;y^e, or because the
quality or importance of their work entitled them to
a more minute analysis. This is especially true in the
case of early historians,
I have referred also to various sources of critical
writings about the phases which are discussed here, and,
in certain cases, have given one or more opinions held
by recognized authorities on certain questions. On the
w'hole, hov^ever, I have intended that this thesis be
more of a history, tracing the use of the Indian in
literature rather than a critical evaluation of those
usages, so that the reader can see for himself the
important part the Indian has played in the discussed
sections of American literature.

1Chapter I
The Indian in his Native Background
The American Indian has always been a source of interest
to writers endeavoring to picture vital elements which have
flowed in the stream of American life, for the American Indian
has come to be associated with the very beginning and core of
things individually American. To those w'ho looked for the
romantic and unique side of the new lands, the Indian native,
with all of his traditional customs and characteristics,
supplied the picturesque element for the most part of our
early literature. It is true, also, that the mention of him
in literature was as important to the Indians as it v;as to the
whites, for even as that part of literature v/hich is devoted
to the picturing of the redma.n has become an American
tradition, the Indian himself has lived on because of it in
the literature of a country that is fast crowed in^ him out; and
it is fitting indeed, that the former owners of our country
should thus go down through the ages.
The earliest knovn occupants of our country ere consiaei*ed
to hctve been Mound-Builders, so called from evidence of certain
implements and mounds discovered. But they have alv/ays remained
in the shadov^y background because they have never had any
effect on literature, the result being that theirs v/as almost
as complete a disappearance from the earth as if they had been
entirely swept from it. Yet, the Indians that we know were
directly descended from these people.
^
Feet Prehistoric America Volume I, Chapter I

2The Indians were the uncuestioned rulers of their unbounded
territory until the v.hite people began to move in on them.
IToturslly, the Indians resisted every step of the advance the
whites made and they were finally overcome only by the power
of superior numbers. In ITcw England the English settlers
esiDecially became closely connected with the Indians, and from
that time on, the two peoples v/ere never to be completely
isolated from each other. The nature of the lii e and the customs
of the tribes, of course, were so diiferent, as w'as everything
else connected with them, that there was thus provided a truly
romantic background for the historians chronicling the concuering
and settling of this country.
There v;as very little work that the Indians themselves
did in a literature of their ovm, most of w^hat they did being
found in a fev; love songs and hymns to the Great Spirit and
stories about their warriors. There v;as also mention made of
the elements; but on the v/hole, very little native India,n
writing was present. According to one authority on the subject
of early Indian verse, the lack of great Indian poetry may
have been because of the social order in Indian civilization
or a lack of discipline in individual life.l
Chapter II
Pocohontas
The first and most noteworthy appearance of the Indian
in early American literature came during the settling of the
Barnes, HeHie American Indian Verse pages 20-21
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3colonies, in the story of Pocohontas by Captain John Smith.
This legend of the beautiful Indian maid is still today read
by the American people. There has been, of course, much
^ controversy as to the relative value of the story as such
because of the realization that Smith v;as an egotist who
sacrificed truth to interest and enjoyed exaggeration as a
means of putting himself into the limelight. It is very
probable that there raa.y be a great deal of truth in this
observation. 1 The story concerned the fact that while
exploring the James River in 1907, Smith v/as captured and
brought before the chief of a tribe of Indians. The chief’s
naiae was Powhatan. After a stay in the tribe. Smith was
released and permitted to return home.'^
The reason for most persons’ questioning of the incident
lies in the fact that when Smith published his first version
of the adventure in 1608 in A True Relation , he omitted the
telling of Pocohontas’ part in the rescue. He told of Powhatan's
questioning him about his exploring further up the river and
of his replies to the Indian chief’s questions. According to
this version, Powhatan was very cordial to him and even
invited him to inhabit a country called "Capa Howasche".
1 Keiser
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4He &lso told hovv he was given corn and other food and promised
protection by the chief for as long as he lived there.
^
In his later version of the story, v/hich he published in
1624, he gave the same general description of the Indian chief
as he sat on his high chair of stste
,
surrounded by his
attendants; but after this point, the two versions difler greatly.
In this la.ter account he tells how' he was drag£ ed out to lie
on two big stones and would have had his brains dashed to
pieces, if it had not been for the interference of Pov;hatan's
daughter, Pocohontas, in his behalf. Pocohontas was pictured
as the young and lovely savior of the v/hite man, for the king
then allowed him to live and had him make hatchets and beads
before he sent him back to Jamestov/n. Smith describes his rescue
thus in his General History, "Having feasted thus after their best
barbarous manner they could, a long consultation was held, but
the conclusion v;as, two great stones were brought before
Powhatan; then as many as could laid hands on him — dragged
him to them and thereon laid his head, and being’ ready with
their clubs, to beat out his brains, Pocohontas, the King’s
dearest daughter, w'hen no entreaty could prevail, got his
head in her arms, and laid her ovm upon his to save him
from death; whereat the emperor was contented he should live
to make him hatchets, and her bells, beads and copper."^
1 Smith A True Relation page
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But Pocohontas did not close her aid Vvith this, for she
ur^sd her feather to send axd an,d assistcince to the stc-.m/^in^
colonists, thereby saving the settlers. Lfter Pocohontas v^as
the means of having an important peace treaty settled cd'ter
she had been lured aboard the ship of a certain Captain Argali
on the pretence of seeing the vessel and then was pi-evented
from leaving until the treaty had been agreed upon by Powhatan.^
It is this later version of the Pocohontas story that has
come down to us, and most persons like to remember it as the
romantic story of a dramatic rescue of a v;hite man by a
lovely Indian pi’incess at a time when the w^hites w^ere first
becoming acquainted with the Indians. The story as such has
been used innumerable times as the background for poems and
dramas w'hich v;ere forthcoming at a later time. Among them,
’'The Indian Princess" by James Barker was perhaps the most
well-knov/n play, v/hile "Pocohontas - a Legend" by Mrs. M. M.
V.ebster immortalized Pocohontas in poetry. Of Pocohontas,
ilT'S. Webster speaks thus:
"But where is she the beauteous a.nd the good
The Yout'mful empress of the forests v/ild.
The huntress bold, the dryad of the wood—
Noblesse of Nature and sv/eet Mercy's child
Could not some master touch have
1 Smith Generali Historie of Virginia page 213

Turned the shell
p
A bcott, cl Heriiisns
,
or a CanL-ell,
Aid Matoa’s gentle sympathies to tell
Or raise a shrine to Pocohontas’ shade-- "1
Chapter III
Early Historians of Indians-Tars
The VHiites became more acutely aware of the Indians when
they got into difficulties over the actual possession of the
land itself. In some regions the trouble became more ominous
than in others, becau.se some sections of the land did not
appeal to the Indians so strongly as it did to the whites ana
in those sections, they did not resist the white man's advance
so strongly.
In New England the trouble first became apparent. From
the beginning the attitude of the Puritans had seemed to clash
rather than harmonize v^ith the Indian point of view, and the
actual trouble came about in Connecticut v/hen both peoples
wm-nted the Connecticut Va.lley, The outcome of this trouble
was the Pequot War v^rhich was really the climax of a great
many smaller quairels. After this v/ar the land w’as lost to
the Indians although they had fought bitterly, 2
The importance of this war from the point of of
literature is that it resulted in the first of the v/ritten
histories published in America by the colonists, A gieat
1 Webster, I,''ns. LWIl. Pocohontas - a Ler.end page 14
2 Keiser Indian in Americctn Literature page 11
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many recordings v;ere made of this affair, among which that
v.ritten by Major John Mason, v/ho particioeted in the war, was
perhaps the most outstanding. According to his own story.
Mason took a leading part in the struggle. He tells of the
appearance of a few hundred English families v/ho chose to
settle in the Connecticut Valley, YHien some of them v/ere
murdered by the Indians, and matters came to a head, the
court ordered that a force be sent against the Indians unaer
Major Mason. Mason managed to
^
et a tribe of Indians called
the Mohigans to fight with him under their chief, Uncas, and
on one day in a surprise attack before dawn, he came upon
the Indians v/ho were enjoying themselves in a fort, A slaughter
followed in which hundi-eds of Indians were killed. In his history
Mason says, "Such a dreadful terror did the Almighty let fall
upon their spirits that they w'ould fly from us and run into the
very flames, and here many of them perished. And when the
fort was thoroughly fired, comimand was given that all shoula
fall off and surround the fort, which was readily attended by
all. The fire was kindled on the North east side to v/indv/ard
v/hich did greatly over run the fort to the extreme annoyance
of the enemy, and the rejoicing of ourselves. Some of them
climbed to the top of the palisade, others of them running
into the very flames. Many of them gathering to v/indv/ard,
lay pelting at us with their arrows, and we repaid them

8with our small shot. Others of stoutest isJiued forth, as we
did ^ess, to the number of 40 who perished by the sword.”*
Mason v;as truly Puritanistic in his viev;point, and the
view that he set forth in his writing was that it was pleasing
to God to send the heathen people out in this manner, so that
the children of God could live in peace. Thus ended the Pequot
v^ar and major warfare against the Indians until the times of
King Philip's v;ar v/hich offered the early American historians
the next opportunity to record a major strife.
Massassoit, the ".’ainpanoag chief had been very friendly
tov'/ard the whites, assisting them in many ways. When he died,
however, his chiefdom descended to Philip after the death of
the e-udest son, Philip's brother. Upon the ascendency of Philip,
matters changed, and he soon became a staunch and stubborn
adversary of the white people and determined to get the land
back into possession of the rightful owners. The bloody
struggle which resulted from this is knoV(/n as King Philip's
War-. Philip v/as, without a doubt, one of the most intexligent
Inaians of all times, and he foresaw the inevitable dcline of
the Indian. Thus, he worked for nine years preparing his forces
and building together a great many tribes so as to present a
solid and unbending front to the whites. Re v;as one of the
/. Mason TTistory Pecuot va.r pages 28-29
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9first of his people to realize the value of consolidation of
the vai’ious tribes. In 1675 the war began and it Issted for
tv/o years. Hov;ever, the Indians proved no match for the
better trained and equipped colonists, so Philip was obliged
to surrender ignominious ly in a swamp v;here he was ambushed
by Captain Church and v/as finally shot by an Indian. After
his death, his body w&.s cut into pieces by the colonists v;ho
thus aven ed themselves on £i man Vvho was responsible for the
death of as many as 800 white men.
The war with King Philip gave American literature its
second grea.t historian of Indian V/ars in the person of the
above mentioned Captain Benjamin Church. In his "History of
King Philip's War", Church in his grim and lesolute Puritan
way, stated his great sa.tisfaction as to the outcome of
Philip's venture as right in the eyes of God, and says
righteously, "So let Thine enemies perish, oh Lord."
Desci ibing Philip's capture and death he said, "They let him
come fa.ir within shot, and the Englishman's g'un missing fire,
he bid tn.e Indian fire away, and he did so to the purpose;
sent one musket bullet through his heart, and another not
above two inches from it. He fell upon his face in the mud
and the water, v;ith his gun under him," Thus does Church, who
became the firsWiand historian of King Philip's War, as
Lajor Mason did for the Pequot War, describe the death of
his adversary'-. ^
1 Church
_Entertaining History of King Philip's \7ar pa^ e 183
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Captain Church, for the most part, confined himself to
describing what he had seen, and he pictures it vividly, and
without any hint of sympathy or feeling. Tor instance, speaking
of the hacking of Philip's body, he '.rote, setting down his
o\.Ti name c,uite formally as did Lie j or Mason, "Captain Church
then said that, for as much as he had caused rany an
Eng'lishman' s body to lie unburied, not one of his bones
should be buried. And calling his old Indian executioner, bid
him behead and guar ter him. Accordingly, he came, v/ith his
hatchet, and stood over him, tut before he struck, he made
a small speech diiecting it to Philip and said, 'He had teen
a very gi-eat man and had many a man afraid of him, but so
big as he was, he would now chop him to pieces.' And so he
went to v^ork and did as he was oi-dered.
Although Philip is portrayed here as a cruel Indian
vdthout any noble traits, his many good cualities, ’nere later
portrayed by writers who began to romanticize his character
and picture him more as a clever, noble Indian--cruel yes,
but working for his people. This change of attitude may be
seen later in plays and essays on the subject of King Philip's
v/ar, the famous essay by Irving being perhaps, the most well
known
.
^
• Another chronicler of King Philip's V/ar was the Reverend
William Hubbard who wrote in similar fashion, but vjhose w'ork
1
2
Church iditertaining History of King Philip's War
pages 125, 126
Irving Sketch Book Philip of Pokanoket
ft
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is not considered by most authorities to be so de Dendable as
th£t of Church. :-is Narrative of Troubles with the Indians
in Nev; ’In;
:
land v/as published in 1677. This volume is
^ important mostly because v;e see the rising importance of
f
histories of Indian Affairs. "Mbbard attempted to give a
general ti-eatment of Inaian affairs and troubles raither than
one particu-cn part of it. Similar to His book in scope were
two general 'listories, one by Saimuel Penhallow, entitled
V/ars of New Enp:land with the Eastern Indians and that by
Increase Mather, Relation of Troubles in New England from
Earliest Settlement to the Present Time
. Penhallow’ s book
which was published in 17E6 dealt v;ith the relation of
New England to other states and vjas published at a later
date than any of the others w’e have mentioned.^ Penhallov/
w'SiS also affected a great deal by the Puritanistic theories
of his day, so that in his preface he says, "Though our
merciful and gracious God did in a v/onderful manner cast
out heathen before our fathers and planted them; prepared
also room before them and caused them to take deep root and
to fill the land, so that the vine hath sent out her boughs
onto the sea, and her branches upon the river; yet to
humbly improve us and for our sins to punish us, the righteous
God hclh left us a sufficient number of the fierce and
1 Cambridge History of American Literature Volume 1 pages L4, 25
editors Trent, Srskine, Sherman, Doren
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Sci.Va.g6s Oil oiir li)orci6r'Sj "to t)6 pricks in onp 6srs
and thorns in our sides, and they have been and are like the
boar of the Vi/oods to nia.se us end the wild beast of the
iorest to devour us.''^ Lster Penhollow wondered whether or not
it might have been partly the fault of the whites that the
Indians were such a scourge because the Llew England settlers
had not cared for their souls as much as the people of the
South had. Also he recalledthe remark of one of the chiefs
in c.nswer to the question of why they preferred the French
to the nglish and the reply was, '• the friars had taught them
how to pray while the English nev.r had. "2 Later we shall see
authors who vnr-ote to accomplish this very thing—to propagate
the education a,nd religious instruction of the Indians.
The first historical book v/ritten at the time with a
more, sympathetic attitude toward the Indian v^as that written
by another historian of the time w'ho was not so much touched
by the ecclesiastical opinions of his time. He v/as Daniel Gookin
W'ho had moved to Massachusetts to escape the persecutions of
Governor Berkeley and w/as made Superintendent of Indians
in Massachusetts. He held an attitude toward the Indians
which was surprising considering the attitude of the majority
of his contemporaries. His view'point was more on the
1 Penhallov/ Wa-rs of Hew England with the Eastern Indians preface
2 Ibid
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huai£.nitarian side, and he despised the type of vengeance
v/hich he saw the vr ites wreaking on the I-idians while the
latter in their ignorance were defending themselves in the
only way they knew -- hy barbarous nethocs. Gookin's
point of viev; v;as
,
hov;evc.r, more a.cva-nced than his time, and
it \;as not, therefore, generally acceptable to the people.^
In his two impoitant books, historical Collections of the
Indians in hew England and The Doinr'S and aufferings of the
Chi' 1stian Ind ians , the reader does not find the usual cold-
blooded overlooking cf any feelings that may have been present
in the Indian, but his writings showed, rather, a gi^eat deal
of pity for them. In the Historical Collections of the Indians
in Hew England, he attempted to trace the origin of the Indian
of New England and concluded that all the Inaians were
originally of the same nation or sort of people. He says of
it, "The color of their skins, the form and shape of their
bodies, hair and eyes, demonstrate this. T'’-:e skins aie of a
tawny color, not unlike the tawny Hoors in Ai’rica; the
proportion of their limbs, \ ell formed; it is rare to see a
crooked person among them. Their heir is black and harsh,
not curling; their eyes, black and dull; though I have seen,
but very I'arely among them, a gi ey eyed person with bmwnish hair."^
1 Ellis, Pound, Spohn American Literature Volume I pages 46, 47
otedman Library of American literature Volume i page 434
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He then on to discuss f’-'e origin of £.11 Anericons,
Gookin, on the whole then, was interested in the Indian in
i-egard to his customs, origin and manner of living. He v/as
interested in him from a scientific end hurnc niter ian point
of view. Of their manner of worship, he says of the Indians
of riatick especially, that they bore f'ems elves with
reverence, modesty, attention and solemnity, the menkind
sitting together, and womenkind likewise according to age,
quality and degree.^
Perhaps it \70uld seem that the treatment of histor ia-ns
too
here has been confined^ Icrgely to Hew England authors, but as
one authority states, "Hew En land did not hs.ve the only
Indian wars in America, but she alone had w^orthy historians
of them." nevertheless, there was one outstanding historian
of the Indians who was not a Hew Englander. He was
Dr. Cadv/allader Golden of Hew York and Philadelphia, v/ho
was interested chiefly in the Iroquois Indians about whom
he wT-ote in the book entitled The Five Indian nations . In
this book, he collected a great deal of valuable information
about that particular tribe. Although the Five Indian nations
refer to the Five Indian He.tions of Canada, I consider it
important thc.t it be mentioned here because they were
1
<~
Stedman Library of American Literature VoLrrae I pages _41-':.4:5
Trent, Erskine, Sherman Doren Cambridge History American
Literature Vo lame I page 24
•7Tr5^
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dejendent on the province of hev,- York, and Golden v.i-ote
concerning the advantage of their tr^ de to the British
nation. Also he gives a Brief history of f^-.e intercourse
Between the aborigines and the Eui opec.ns from the settle.aent
of the country until the time that t'-^e book v'as published
in 1717.^
To give another non Yew Enf;landei‘ credit for his truly
note\;orthy work, it would be necessary to mention Alexander
bpotswocd, capable and excellent governor of Virginia, wBio
v.rote concerning the Indian in Virginia in somewhat the same
v;ay that Gookin wrote about the Indian in Massachusetts. He
WAS perhaps even more interested than Gookin in furthering
the education of the Indian, for he v/as largely responsible
for the establishing of a sc lool foi’ Indian children.
The bulk of his v^/ork is to be found in the "Official
Letters of Alexander c-potsv/ood" . These letters have been
included in the discussion here because they are t\'pical of
a body of literature concerning the Indian v/hich urged his
further education and Christianization. In a letter addressed
to the Bishop of London, he spoke of sending Indians to
h'iiiiam and Mary College w' ich had recently been founded.
The Indians which he \;ould send there vere the sons of chiefs
who wAuld not only go forth asteachers to the rest of their
1 Duyckunck and Duyckunck Encyclopedia of American Literature
Volume I page £6

race, but who would in I'eeiity be hostages for taeir
particular' n. tion of Indians. By this methou, bpotsv/ooa had
hooes of converting the entire Indian nation in time.^
5 *
The final hist ry and historian that v.e s lall aiscuss
here is Daniel Denton also a New Yorker, and his book
A Brief Description of New York . In this document, in
audition to the comments on the climate, the lists of
commodities and descriptions of the people, he included,
probably in answ^er to popular deuand, a section entitled,
"Likewise a brief rel tion of the customs of t'-.e Indians
there". The statement that it was added because of popular
demand may pei'haps need a word of explanation here. After
the appearance of the first histories of the India.n hars,
the sett Lers became eager to read any literature w'hich
mighttell of the customs and ways of living of the Indian.
Because of this, a new body of literature on Indians was to
appear-. Since New York did not have the wars New England did
writers were able to observe their methods of living. The
history by Daniel Denton was one of the most popular and
long lasting.
Cf the number of Indians living: in the vicinity of
New Yoi'k he says, "There are but a few on the Island, and
those f ew no ways hurtful, but rather serviceable to the
1 Wi 1liems
,
Warf e
1
American llind page 77
%
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English, and it is to be ad^nired hov; stran^^ely they have
deci'ea.st by the hand of God since the English first setLling
Ivlore specifically in describing their ways of living he
said, "They live by hunting, fowling and fis' ing, their wives
being the husbandmen to till the .and and plant their corn.
In their wars V'ey fight no pitcht fie ads but when they have
notice of an enemies' approach, they endeavor to secure their
vv'ives and children upon some island or in some thick sv/amp,
and then with their guns, they v/ay lay their enemies, some
lying behind one, some another, and it is a great fight w'here
r'
seven or eight is slain.
Describing their services for a dead v/arrior he wrote,
"He is buried upright, sitting on a seat, with his gun,
money, and such goods as he hath with him, that he may be
furnished in the other v/orld." In regard to mourners, "I-Iis
nearest relations attend his hearse with feces painted black".
3
Because people were interested in hearing’ how’ the Indian
v/orshipped, Denton said, "For their wors ip, w^'-ich is
diabolical, it is performed usually but once or tw?ice a
year, unless on some extraordinary occasion as upon the
mak;ing of war or the like. ”<Tien they are all congregc.ted.
1 Denton History of Hew York ?sge 45
page 482 ibid
ibid

their priest tells them, if he wants money, their God v;ill
accept of no other offer in^5 , which the people believing,
everyone gives according to their ability. The priest takes
the money, and putting it into some dishes sets them upon
the top of their low flc^t-roofed houses, and falls to
invocating their God to come and receive it -- v/hich v;ith
many a loud hallows and outcries, knocking themselves, is
performed by the priest and seconded by the people,
I have included here these descriptions by Denton
because they represent well the type of writing on the
Indian which was in demand at this time and because they v.'ere
written by a man who had the opportunity to observe the Indians
in a state where there was not so much fighting as in the
ITew England sts.tes and by a man, too, who had a deep knowledge
of the geographical conditions of the territory as v/ell as a
keen store of information about the inhabitants.
History of ITev/ York1 Denton pages 46, 47
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Chapter IV
Writings Concerning the Captivities
While the whites were fighting the Indians in open
conflict, another type of warfare was "begun "by the Indians.
This was the insidious raiding during which many white
people were taken from their home never to be returned.
Some of these unfortunate people were carried away into C
Canada; o there, more fortunate, escaped after a bad time and
wrote of their experiences. For the most part, these persons
were not well educated, but they told their stories in plain
and sincere language. Today a great number of personal
accounts survive. These form a series of personal histories
which, taken together, give a good picture of this phase of
the relations of the whites and the Indians,
!^rs, I'^ary Rowlandson,who was captured in 1676 in Landcaster,
Massachusetts told the story of her experiences in a small
volume entitled,A Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration
of I'.Irs. Mary Rowlandson . In this account she gave an unusually
vivid and graphic aooount of the customs of the Indians from
v;hat she saw during the time that she was a captive. As
I
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wes USU8.1 from the Puritan viev;point, the Indian v;as
pictured as the savage beast of the Vv'ilderness entirely
pagan in his philosophy and actions.
She begins her narrative thus; "On the 10th of February
1675, came the Indians v;ith great numbers upon Lancaster.
Their first coming v;as about sunrising; hearing the voice of
some guns vve looked out; several houses v;ere burning and the
smoke ascending to heaven. There v;ere five persons taken in
one house -- the mother, father, and sucking child, they
knocked on the head. The other two they took and carried
away alive.
IvTrs. Rowlandson desci’ibes in a very intei*esting manner
how' she was carried about from place to place by the Inaians.
These v;anderirigs she called her "removes". Cn her eighth
remove she v/as taken to King Philip himself. On one
occasion she said of an Indian war dance, "This w'as the
dolefullest sight that my eyes ever saw. Oh, the roaring
and singing and dancing end yelling of those black ci-eatures
in the night, which made the place a lively resemblance
of hell. "2
Nevertheless, stran^ e as it may seem, Ivirs. Rc?;landson
managed to i eturn from her experiences alive, although her
1 Stedman
ibid
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children and lelatives v/ere murdered before her eyes. This
remerkahle good foi'tune may have been due to the fact tliat
the Indians admired her courage, for King Philip asked her to
share a pipe v;ith him, ei sign of honor among the Indians,
Altogether, this little book proved an excel-i.ent one, for
remembrance of t is important phase of the v.’bite m^.n’s relation
v.ith the Indian.
Among other such books of literary importance which
described this period, e have the story by John V/ilxiaras
celled The Redeemed Gsotive , an honest, graphic account of his
own, experiences as a captive of the Indians. In his general
inti'oduction, he attributed the awful occurrences to the
anger of God because of the actions of the people — a.
typical Puritan attitude.
In his narrative he says, "On the 29th of February 1702,
not long before the break of day, the enemy came in like
a flood upon tis; our ivatch being unfaithful -- an evil, whole
awful effects, in a surprisal of our fort — should bespeak
ell watchmen to avoid, as they should not bring, the charge
of blood upon themselves, '"^hey came to rny house in the
beginning of the onset, and by their violent endeavors
to break open the dooi'S and v/indov's \;ith ajces and hatchets
awakened me out of sleeo."^
1 Williams he Pedeemed Caotive pages 10, 11
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Willio.ms described vith greet vividness, a captivity
during v/hich his wife was slain. Ilis narrative is similar
to Mrs. Eowlendson's both in text end in viewpoint, end
although both v;ere inexperienced writers, because of the
'I stark realism of their adventures, they have an extra.ordinerily
clear style as can be seen from the foregoing quotations.
Another na.rrator of Indian captivities, who of all
the many narrators ranks more nearly with Mrs. Rowlandson
and John ’Villiams, and w'hose work is important enough
so that it might be v'ell to mention it here, v;as Jonathan
Dickenson. Dickenson wrote, iTarrative of a bhi,Dv;reck
in the Gulf of Florida in 1699 . The result of the
shipwreck was the capture of the party by a group of Indians
w'ho put them through the usua.l tortures. In describing
these terrible ordeals, Dickenson describes as well the
state of those Indians who inhabited Florida, thus making
his work doubly important in literature.
The above three narrators of captivities I have
selected from the great many who w;rote in all
sections of the country, because two of them v;ere closely
connected vrith the TTew' England States, and in the case of
Dickenson, the Eastern State of Florida.
Up to this point in the discussion of the use of the
Indian in American literature, we have seen him pictured
almost in the position of enemy to the white man. This is
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due to the fact that most accounts have emphasized his war-
like and bestial qualities. In the historical accounts he s
seldom appears as a subject for prose or poetry which v/ould,
in any sense, glorify him.
Chapter IV
Early Poetry and the Indian
The first man to use the Indian as a subject for poetry
was Philip Freneau (1752-1832)
,
who is considered to be the
"Father ofAmerican Poe try" because he was the first American
poet to choose truly American subjects as material for his
poems, and because he is considered to have possessed the
" first essential poetic spirit in America.”^
Freneau was of French parentage and lived during life
in the small French village of La Chapelle in New York.
After a good education at preparatory schools where he obtain-
ed a knowledge of the English poets and classics, he entered
Princeton where he was to evince a great deal of creative talent.
Resulting perhaps from his French parentage, Freneau
had a tendency toward the naturalistic theories of the 18th
century, Ke leaie d tov*rard the Rousseauistic conception of
beauty in nature as Godlike and coupled it to a humanitarian
viewpoint. It was thus that the Indian had a great appeal
1 S.C.Stedman Poets of America page 35
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for Freneau because he i-epresented man away from the effects
of institutions and in Kts best free form according to the
"back to nature" ideal of the Rousseau theory.! This theory
-
'
IS encompassed in the following stanza of a poem from the
"Pictures of Columbus,"
"NoJ leave the mind unchained and free
And what they ought, mankind will be,
No hypocrite, no lurking fiend
No artist to some evil end.
But good and great, benign and Just,
As God and nature made their first.
In an early poem of Freneau's entitled "The American
s. picture of the noble savage as the exponent
of the natural state and then a change in him to a cruel
state because of his reaction to the invaders of his
territory. But as Freneau pictures him, never once does the
Indian lose his nobility even v/hen he is pictured in his
murdering state as seen below;
"Nor think this mighty land of old contained
The plund'ring wretch, or man of bloody mind.
Renowned Sachems, once their empire rais'd
On v/holesome laws and sacrifices blaz'd,
The gen' rous soul inspired the honest breast.
\
And to be free, was doubly to be blest:
1 Clark, H Poems of Freneau
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'Till the east v/inds did here Columbus blow.
And wond'ring nations saw his canvas flow,
'Til here Cabot descended on the strand,
And hail'd the beauties of the unknov/n land;
And now rav'ncus nations with industrious toil,
Conspired to rob them of their native, soil;
Then bloody v/ars, and death and ra^e arose.
And every tribe resolv'd to be our foes
Full many a feat of them I could rehearse
And actions worthy of immortal verse:
Deeds ever glorious to the Indian name."l
A^nin Freneau has something to say a.bout the Indians'
wild domain before the invaders came, in his "Pictures of
Columbus", a poem divided into various numbered pictures
concerning the voyage and landing of Columbus. In Picture XIV
Columbus representing a lover of nature says:
in these green groves w’ho would not wish to stay
bliere guardian nature holds her cuiet reign"
and again:
Sweet sylvan scenes of innocence and ease,
rlow caLn and joyous pass the seasons here
Ho splendid towns or spiry turrets rise
^
Ho lordly palaces—no tp-rant kings
1 Clark Poems of Freneau page 211
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Enact, herd lav/s laws to crush fair freedom herej
Xo gloomy jails to shut up wretched men;
iillj all are freei Here God and nature reign
Their works unsullied by the hends of raen.^
Their view of the Indians is given through a comment
made by a member of the crew':
"In tracing o’er the isle no gold I find
nought else but barren ti'ees and craggy rocks
there screaming sea -fowl mix their odious loves
And fields of burning marie where devils play
And men with copper skins talk barbarously
V/hat merit has our chief in sailing hither
Discovering countries of no real woi-th?"^
In another type of poem on the Indian we get the Indian's
reaction toward the advent of the vf ite man. A typical poem
is The Prophecy of Ling Tamaia.ny" in which v/e find the
reaction of a c ief toward the invaders:
"The Indian chief v/ho, fam'd of yore
baw' Europe's sons adventuring here,
Look'd sorrov;ing to the crov/ded shore
And sighing dr opt a tear i
1 Clerk Poems of Freneau pages 264, 255
ibid pages 263, 564
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He sav/ them half his world explore,
He saw their hostile ranks .display’d
And cannons blazing through that shade
’vvliere only peace was Icnown befoi-e."^
and describing- the rising anger of the chief:
"V.Tict have we done, great patrons say
That EtrcOigers seize our v;oods away.
And drive us naked fi-om our native plain,
Haige and revenge inspire my soul
/jnd passion burns without control;"^
Lc.ter as he sav; the Indian opposition to no avail and
the invaders successful, he makes a dc rk prophecy;
"Even now the thundering peals diav; nigh, —
'Tis theirs to triumph, ours to diel
But mark me, Christian, ere I go —
Thou, too, Shalt have thy share of woe.
The time rolls on, not moving- slov;,
VvTien hostile sgusidrons for your blood shall come
And ravage all your share,
TixUS ii-eneau pictures splendidly whs,!, up to riov.', was
1 Clark
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a somewhat overlooked factor, the indignent feelims of the
Indians whofe rightful possessions were heirjg invaded.
In "The Dying Indian Freneau conf irms t*^e love of the
Indian for h~is l£nd, a love that made him fight so
relentle;- sly and fearlessly to hold on to it. Tomo Chegue,
the dying Indian hated to exchange his beautiful home for the
uncertain land vf'ich lay before hi'ii. ooeaking v/ith sadness of
what he must leave behind he says,
"I leave my woods, I leave the ITui'on s'loie.
For emptier groves be low
I
Ye charuiing solitudes.
Ye ascending woods,
Y^'e glossy lakes and prattling st‘ earns,
Those aspect still v;as svv'eet,
\hether the sun did greet,
Cr the pale moon embraced you i.ith her bea.as —
i^dieu to a 111
To all that charmed me \f'.ere I strayed.
The winding stream, the dark sequestered shade;
i^dieu to all triumphs her el
^-.dieu to the mountains' lofty swell,
ridieu, thou little verdant hill,
find seas, and stars, a.nd skies -- farewell.
For some remoter sphere
1 Clark F 0 ems of Freneau page
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another of the Indien dccth eon; c entitled "The
Indian Burying' Ground" is, without doubt, the finest of the
shorter poeras by Freneau.^ Here there is an acknowledged ^joetic
delicacy so beautiful a.nd a suggestion of thoughts so \ ell
done by the poet, that the English poet, Campbell, borrov/ed
part of it. It describes the position of the Indian dea,d
and i-efers to the Forth Araei-ican Indian’ s custora of burying
tie dead in a sitting, position and the v:ari ior \','ith his
military '..eapons,
"Fis bov; for action ready bent
And arrow, with a heaic of stone.
And only mean f'^at life is spent
And not the old ideas gone
Thou, strange that shalt come this way
No fraud upon the dead commit
Observe the sv/elling turf and say
They do not lie but here they sit
rlere still a lofty rock remains
Cn v/hich the curious eye may trace
^"'ow v.'oSted, half, by wearing rains
The fa-cies of a ruder race
1 Keiser Ind ian in Literature page 29
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By midnight moons, o'er moistening dtv/s,
In hobit for the chase errs-yed
The hunter still the deer pursues
The hunters and the deer, a shade;
The prefeience of the Indi£..n for ' is hunting grounds
and forest domain to any education the white man could give
him is shown in "The Indian Ltudent" also Cc.lled "force of
hature". This poem depicts a fine intelligent Indian lad vrho
v’ent to harvard College whei e he dutifully studied Latin
giarnmar during the long and tiresome hours, hunting when
he could during ' is spai’e time until finally he could stand
it not longer and cried,
"And v'hy (he cried) did I forsake
My native wood for gloomy walls;
The silver stream, the limpid lake
For musty books and college halls.
Let seraphs gain the bright abode,
ii.nd heaven's sublimest mansions see
I only bow to Nature's God --
The land of shades v/ill do for me,"^
Although Freneau in addition to his poetic work, also
1 Clark Poems of Frenaeu page 366

Cl
also tried his hand at prose and wrote a series called,
"Tomo-Gheeki
,
the Greek Indian in Philadelphia" in v;hich
he critizes the American from the Indian viewpoint, he was
not so successful here as in his poetry, for it was in his
poetry that he captured the simplicity and delicacy of feeling
that jpervaded his portrayal of the Indian,
Ghapter VI
The hative Iktive Appears in Fiction
Up to the last half of the ISth century, the Indian's
appearance in prose has been confined for the most part to
true, first-hand accounts of his actions as they affected
the v.'hite man. ’7e have seen the histories which followed
the early battles with the Indians. These, aidded to the stories
of the French and Indian Uars, served to increase curiosity and
excitement over Indian customs. In ansi er to the growing
popular demand for writings on the Indians, books v;ere
brought out describing- Indian superstitions, customs and ways
of living. It is these latter books which form the transit
from historical writings to those wiich portrayed the Indian
entirely from a fictional standpoint. Thus short stories end
articles began to appear in the la.st half of the 18th century.
Among the first of these s^.ort stories v/as one v/hich
appeared in 179S called "The History of llaria Kittle".
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v/ritten by rirs. Eliza Sleeker. This story v/as based upon
v/hat s'Te herself saw, heard, and experienced during the
period when Indian captivities were frecuent. A nstive of
I'Tew York, Trs. Sleeker herself h?d been forced to flee her
rural home during the absence of her husband when an Indian
raid occurred. She was obliged to v.'alk five or six miles
before she was finally taken in by friends. Later her husband
was captured by Indians from Canada.^
The "History of Ilaria Kittle" was included in a letter
to Miss ^en Byck and was originally published in volume I
and II of The Nev; York Magazine or Literary Kenository
according to Fullerton. ^ This story has as its background
the Ff ench and Inaian S'ars and was interesting also for
the remarkable information it contained of Indian customs and
manners. The story itself concerned a sudden attack by the
Indians in which they killed l^Je^embers of a part icular
family with the exception of old Mrs. Kittle v/hom one
Indian had promised to save and v/ho was thence taken by
him to Canada.
Mrs. Sleeker w'rote of the Indian as she saw him, in
character merciless and cruel, bloodthirsty and imtrustv/orthy.
Untrustv;orthy because, as she pictured it in her story, the
1 Fullerton, B. M. Selected Bibliogr'aphy of American
Literature page Sb
2 ibid page 27
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family murdered by the Indians had pi*eviously been on
friendly terms with them.
Of this particular v;ork, although it is rightly called
by one c-.utlority Mrs. Bleeker's most important work and
indeed remarkable for its timej I agx'ee v/ith Keiser v/hen he
says that, "though not lacking in some vivid oassages, this
ambitious tale, like so many other attempts, has little
literary signif icance.
Mrs. Sleeker v.-rote poetry also, and although she was
not very successful h^re, it illustrates v;ell her conceotion
of the savage
.
"Late indeed, the cruel Savage
Mere with lock., ferocious stood;
Here the rustics cot did ravage.
Stain’d the grass with human blood.
..ith the advent of Charles Broc]:don Brovrn ii. uhe fii’st
holf of the 19th century, we have an author v/ho recognized
the \/ealth of native material aviraiting fictionization. As
a result, he became the first significant figure in the history
of American fiction as ell as the first professional literary
1 Fullerton Selected Bibliography of American Literature
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man in America. Brovm, of f^uaker £tock, v/as born in
Philadelphia in 1771, and early showed signs of his preocity.
At the age of sixteen, he considered \ riting three epics
and subsec^uently injured his health by s<ro<Aj| . Later, due
pi'obably to the effects of the revolution, he developed
a Godwinian philosophy and viev; of life.
It was chiefly in the novel, Ed, ar Punt ley , that Brown
made the most use of the background with vmich he was
familiar, in his preface to that particular novel he says,
"America has opened new views to the naturalist and politician--
The sources of amusement of the fancy and instruction to the
heart that are peculiar to ourselves, are ecually numei-ous
and inexhaustible. It is the purpose of this work to profit
by some of these sources; to exhibit a series of adventures
growing out of the conditions of our country,"^
Mentioning that Gothic settings are usually used as the setting
for a novel such as his he says, "the incidents of Indian
hostility and the perils of the ^'.’estern v;ilderness are far
more suitable.*^' Brown indeed stuck to this decision for the
background for his novel, idgar ITuntley
,
is the dark wilderness
of Pennsylvania,
The Ltory of Edgar Huntley- or the Memoirs of a Sleepwalker
1 Brown Eduar Huntley page 3
page 4
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concerns t-he experiences of the hero, Edgerj v/'iose oerents
had been murdei ed in an Indian raid. Throughout the book
looks upon them as v. ild beasts of the forest. In
reg&id to his experience he says, pro. ably voicing ’Erov.Ti's
sentiments, "liost men are, for the most part, able to
trace back to some incident which befell them in their early
years. -- You Vv'ill not be surprised that after the fate of my
parents, I never looked upo:. or called up the image of a
savage without shuddering. "1 liis feeling of terror is, however
tinged with a feeling with a feeling of awe at their great
strength, for he says at one time, "i now gained s view of
four brawny and terrific figrues stretched cut on the ground.^
Eugar's attitude toward the Indian reflects Brown's own toward
the sava, e, for he himself had witnessed many Indian
laias, and hsd had a narrow escane from death during one.^^
It was only natural then for him to look upon the Indian
with the combined feeling’s of terror and awe, picturing him
at the same time as a murdering beast, of magnificent
proportions, ruled by the lust for blood,
treuiendous vividness "that he described a
Thus it was v/ith
scene in the novel
Just c-f ter an Indian raid had occui^ed. A scoi'e of bloody,
1
2
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se
scalped corpses lay strev/n about, and razed houses stood
smouldering in their ashes.
One of the principal characters in the book is an
old Indian hag who is c^' lied "Deb", bhe lepiesents the
embittered Indian refusing to ad dt the v;- jte man's
occupation of his land. "Deb" remained in her hut long after
the other members of her tribe had left and demanded t le
government of her land and the absolute respect of a.11
residing in it. Then, >AieY>erer a gr up or even one of her
ti'ibesmen appeared, she, by her cepi edatory remciks was
responsible for the inciting of them to murderous Indian
raics. "Deb" is pictured by Brown as a fierce acting old hag
terrifyirg and wifirout a single relieving attribute.
Thus Brown in his treat ent of the Indian, ' incorporated
v/ith a fear for them a feeling of wonder at their strength
and ferocity.
The next two literary works v; dch a.ttracted considerable
attention by their fict ionization of the Indian in the first
half of the 19th century w’ere wnitten by thr-ee young people,
two of whom were under the age of tw'enty, and a third w'ho had
barely passed it. The fir^t two w'ere James V7. lastburn and
Hobert G. bands, co-authors of "Yamioyaen" a poem published
in 1810 and based on the wars of King Philip. The other v;as
Lydia Fisncis g'lild aut'-or of Hobo:iiok, A Tale of Early Times,
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published in 1854,
"Ya:no/aen", c-lthough a poem, I shall include in this
chapter, because it was a tale wrich fict ionized the Indian
in verse. The tv/o youn^: authors used as a bacl<:ground for the
poem the”’ Reverend Vvilj-iam Hubbard's version of the tais of
King Philip. It is my opinion that Eastburn, v;ho v;as hiuisci-f
^ reparing at that time for the ministry Ucturally chose a
history written by an ecclesi£.stic
,
a lthough it c cknov. ledgedly
contained a great many errors,
"Yaraoyden"
,
the hero of the story, was a young Christian
Indian c ' ief w'^^ose Christian wife, Kora, influenced him .rot
to shed the blood of the w"' ite men. Philip, in order to stir
up Yamoyden to enter into battle aga.inst the w' ites
,
plotted
to steal his v/ife and child, thus v;oi king Yamoyden up to an
emotional !'ta<te where he could easily be persuaded to
fight with Philip and seek vengeance on the whites.
ii.n entirely new point of view' is introduced into t is
poem, for although Philip's method might be condemned as
cruel, nevertheless his purpose is enobled, and, in a
mc.nner of speaking, the end justify led the means, Philip is
I'epresented as a great and fearless leader of his people,
truly inspired in his seeking of liberty and justice for them.
The Puritans ai e for the first time represenLed entis’ely
from an unsympathetic standpoint and ar-e actually condemned
M .

C8
for their unjust octicns c-i^.inst snd attitude towsrd the Indians.
Yai'ioyaen is finsily killed by the v/' ites before his v/ife's
e es C'.nd fius the tale ends --the hero dyin[; ^ nic-rtyr- for
6 nobk came.
"Yarnoyden" haslets imooitance chiefly tec: use its
great populsrity indicated the videnin, ; field for the use
of the Indian in fiction— so much so that it drew an
uncLElified vote of praise from Dr. Falfrey, who in an
article in the >"orth American heview stated that he was glad
at last people were beginning to realize the wealth of
material the early history of America piesented--
especially the history of ITew 3n^,land. Of the Indians
he said that with their inconsistent personalities, courageous
feats, and superstitious lives, they had a just place
in poetry. *
It is notevrorthy tha^t this article \;as to have iar-reaching
effects and seme immediate results. One of t' ose who
was inspired by the reviewer's words v.as Lydia Francis Child,
the author of Ilobomok, a Tale of Early Times, This novel,
published in lSf'4, dealt with the ea.rly days of the Pur itan
settlement. Vts. Child wa.s also to have the distinction of
being one of the v ry f i: st successful women writers. Ilobomok
,
her first novel, written when she w'as tw’entv-two. started the In-
dian on the road to idea. lizat ion.
Pa if r’ey Leview of Yomoyden Forth American ' eview pages 4C6-488
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The Indi&ns v/hom she \-i ote cbout v.'ei e um ec 1 from t' e
,)oint of realism end v/ere, on the other hand, entii-ely
f ict ionc.lized end portrayed from s romsntic ooint' of
view. ITeveithelees
,
her imaginstive treet nent of the native
\:ez perhaps the beginning of a ne\' era.
The plot of ^^obomok concerned the adventures of an
Indian chief by that name, v/ho was a perfect specimen of
a noble Indian without any murderous or cruel traits. He
resided with the vf^ites and had adopted many of their
wayv". Later he married llary Conant, a white girl, v'lose
husband had supposedly been lost at sea. Hobomok ".'orshipped
her and their little son and later \/hen the lost husband
returned, '^lobomok unselfishly disappeared, never to be heand
from again.
The absolute unreality of the plot :ma.y unpuestionably
be seen, but, from an imaginative standpoint, this novel
was indeed an important one.
Chapter VII
Concerning the Delaware Indians,
Pennsylvania., and James IC. Paulding
Pennsylvania was fortunate in that it w’as founded by
William Penn and its government directed by him, for he^
rightly called "the Gi eat God", dealt with the Indians v.’ith
remankable tact and foresight.
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Among the tribes indigenous to t’ is srea v/ere.the
Delawai-es and Trocuois Indians whom Cooper was to deal v/ith
later. It was with these and others tliat Penn was to
conclude his memorable treaty in 1682 saying, ”’Ve will be
as one heart, one head, and body; that if one suffers, the
other suffers, that if an;^’thing changes the one, it changes
the other, te will go along the broad pa.thv/ay of good will
to each other together." The bargain was sealed by an
exchange of presents. In a. written statement Penn ordered
that several articles be included in the laws relating
to the treatment of Indians by white settlers in that area.
These protected the Indian both in trade and in law.*
The Indians are described by Ileyser, v/ho wrote in
1382, as appearing at the meeting in full regalia "black
to darkness by their ruder intercourse v;ith the weather,
gorgeous with various dyes upon their persons, feathers
of the forest birds upon their foreheads, shimmering in
the Autumn sun."'^
A gi'eat deal of Pennsylvania’s literature dealt v^fith the
l elationship of the Indian and the v;hite, not desci ibing
wars 01 ' raids, but telling” of customs, laws, and improved
relationship. Penn himeelf did a great deal of miscellaneous
Penn's ""reaty v;ith the Indians page 9
page 5
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writing concerning his derling with the nctives. He
v.rote s, series of letters to the Committee of Society of
Free Trcders in London, in which he described the natives
in pert, in his straight forward Quaker style, "The
Hetives I shall consider in their Persons, Language,
He.nners, :^eligion, and Government. For their persons,
they are generally tall, straight, well-built and of
singular proportion; they tread strong and clever, and
mostly v;alk with a. lofty Chin; of Complexion, black, but
by design as the gypsies in England; they grease themselves
v.'ith Bears' fat clarified, and using no defense against
the Sun or Weather, their skins must needs be swarthy;
their Sye is little and black, not unlike a straight-look'
s
Jew;. The thick lip and flat Nose so frecuent to the
East Indians and Blacks are not common to them. " ^
Describing their customs he says, "If a European comes
to see thei> of calls for Lodging at their House or V/igwarn,
they give him the best place and first cut. If they come to
us, they salute us v/ith an "Itah" which is to say, "God
be with you," and set them down, which is mostly on the
Ground, close to their Heels, their Legs uprfeht; may be
pthey speak not a word more, but observe all passages."^
1 Penn A Letter from V/iliiam Penn to Commission of
Society of Free '^raders 1683 page 5
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Penn also made mention of his neighbors, the bv.edish
Lettieis on the Delaware. The bwedes in some case^re.n
into difficulties with the Indiens w’.ien the latter on occasion
• rsided their csttle.
A writer who rose at this time to use this background
in a novel was James hirke Paulding, who v/c.s perhaps the
most truly representati'^'’e of the nev/ American fiction
\;r iters, and one truly imb\-,ed with the love for native
A.:ierica. Probably best rememb.i’ed for the collaboration
with Irving in the writing of the " ba Irnagu.ndi" papers,
Paulding, nevertheless, \;rote several lasting novels among
which W'as Koningsmarke , the Lon;: Firine . —a story of the«
New World—which dealt v/ith the Indians of Pennsylvania
and the bwedish settlers on the Delav/are,
• The story, written in humoi-ous, realistic vein,
presents a satirical poitrayal of Governor Peter Piper's
court. Christina, the governor's daughter, is in love
with The Long Finne w-'-^.o has been jailed for treason after
a ccrnicai-L court se: sion, A cuarrel with the Indians over
hunting and fishing rights i esults in a horrible Indian laid,
where both Christina and the Long Finne are captured.
Prisoners in an Indian cUiiip, taey are finally saved by
Deer Eyes, an Indian maiden, who resembles Pocohontas. At
last, a group of William Penn's men appeal ana uianage to
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soothe the;n by gifts so that the ca.tives ai-e returned.
Paulding's description of the bloody Indian raid on
the town leaves no doubt as to his realization that the
Indian \ as a ;nu.rderous creature v/hoae cruelty, once provoked,
knew no bounds. This is provedb^- the horrible treatiiient
of Glaas Tomesora and Councilor Varlett. By no means, however,
\;as Paulding's description of the Indian limited to a
portrayal of his cruelty. He also recognized the best
qualities of the Indian which were brought into view by
Penn's kindness, Paulding recognized them first of all
as uncivilized beings w'''o reacted to kindness and gentleness
as animals might but v/ho, once crossed, loiew no limit in their
revenge. Thus this author had an advanced e.nd comprehensive
view of the situaticn end v^as not hampered by an ecclesiastical
vie\vpoints as certain earlier Hew England authors \:ere.
Chapter VIII
Washington Irving, Essayist and
Idealizer of the Indian
Washington Irving, collaborator with James K. bpaulding'
and essayist superlative, w'as born in Hevj York in 1783,
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TTis genial interest in his surroundings and in all thin s
Americsn evinced itself in his many famous esssys. Tn tv;o
of these essays from the Sketch Book we get his view
of the local Indian n'^tiv^. In answer to popular demand,
Irving also wrote a great deal about the Western Indians
after he had made a trip across the prairies, but it is
not with these Indians that this thesis is concerned.
Irving’s familiarity with the Indians -was limited
to an accueintance with Indian trade v;ith the Dutch on the
Hudson. V.Tiat he learned here about their personal traits
he supplemented with inform-^ tion v.hich he gained by
diligent study of earlier books v-ritten abcut them.
Although he never utilized this material in fiction,
nevertheless, his essays remain as the best examples to
v'hich Indian materiel v;as put, for he incorporated with
it, other little sketches of early American life v/Mch
endear^ed him to all of his readers. It is this t;^H)e of
work v^hich endures, because it has an everlasting appeal.
In the essay, "Traits of Indian Chairacter," Irving in
keen observation says of the savage, ""^e is formed for the
V'ilderness
,
as the Arab is for the desert, ""^is nature is
stern, simple, and enduring, fitted to grapple v/ith
diificulties and to support privations. There seems to be
but little room in his heart for the suppor-t of kindly
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virtue; end yet, it v;e Vv’ould tut teke the trouble to penetrate
through that proud stoic iGn end hebituel taciturnity v/hich
locks up his character i'rom casual observer ion, we
should find him linked to his leilov/man of civilized life
by more of tuose s^cnpatbies and at feet ions then are
usurlly ascribed to him,"^
Irving declared th t tte lot of rhe native had seen
a herd one, for he had been varenyed by the white
men at every point, ’"e saw the fault in the w'^ite man that
he v;ould rather treat the Indian as a wild beast of the
rorest and kill him than to take roe trouble to civilize
him. he scorned tbe way the wbite man had taken advantage
of the Incian’s ignorance in matters of trade.
Irving granted that certain corrupt hordes of Indians
were apt to imluence people to the v.-rong conception
of the Indian character, lor they v/ere, he said, not the
majority, but the exception. They were rather the pitiful
examples of beings corrupted by the vices of society and
not benei ited in any v;ay by it. With this motley crew, he
compares the state of the Indian when he was the lord and
master of the soil.
Concerning other v.riters on Indian liie, Irving
complained that they were imbued v;ith prejudice and
1 Irving Sketch Book pages 326,11, 7-16
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inciinecL to exeggeration inei-ead ol' ’Keeping in mind a
arue philosophy and suiiicient consideration of the
natural Inaian stax,e of liie.
Among several of the most common grounas for
accusation against the Indians, Irving ansv/ers the one
of treachery and disregcrd of treaties with the statement
that the Indians vere seldom treated with ,the whole-hearted
corafidence and fi-ankness indispensable to real friendship.
This, he claimed, was just grounds for Indian hostility
peculiar to the Indian character. As an example of this,
he sets forth a.n incident at Plymouth where the planters
had plundered the grave of a sachem’ s mother and had robbed
it of furs and other ornaments. Thus Irving points out that
very often the Indian had due cause to excite his hostility.
Speaking of the barbarity of the Indian toward his
capti-\"€, Irving logically poinus out that this trait had
itsoi igin in early Indian days when one formidable Indian
tr ibe , defeated by another, had to be wiped out to insure
future security. In addition to this, Irving sets forth the
fsict thah Indian cruelty had been goaded to madness and
despair by injustices suffered at the hands of the v/hite man.
In regard to Indian strategera in v-arfare, Irving
justiries that by their code of honor. Since they w'ere early
t-aught that strategem is praiseworthy and honorable, is it
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eny v;onder that they seek to take advantage of the foe?
He dismisses stratagem as a form of cowardice v^ith the
pointing out of Indian fortitude and ccuiage in the
face of pain and death. 7o prove this Irving sets forth
as an example an incident w'^ich occurred durinr King
Philip’s v;ar v’hen an Indian fort v:as surprised in the
night and ell occunants burned out or shot down without
mercy--ref\i sinr to ask mercy and preferring de'th to
submission.
Thus in tois essay Irving excites our sympathytor
rhe hapless Indian and ends his na uer oy t eying orophetica lly,
'";^hey v;ill vanish like a vapor firovk the face of the earth,
f^.eir very history vi/ill be lost in forgetfulness and
the places that novj Imow then will ’-nov; them no more
forever."^
Speakinr of ‘posterity’s views of them through one
of their poets, "Should he oell how' they v;ere invaded,
corrupred, despoiled, driven from their native abodes
and sepulchres of their fathers; hunsed like wild beasts
about the earth, and sent down with violence and butchery
to the grave, postei-ity will either turn vmth horror
and ius^redulity from the rale, or blush with indignation
1 Irving Sketch Book pages CC8, ll,fb-29
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at the inhuinanlty of f^exr forefathers."^
In the second, of his essays, "Philip of Pohanoket"
our interest is aroused hecause v.e see Philip for the
first time in piose glorified as a hero and martyr for his
people's cause. The v.riting of this essa.y was inspired
by the reading of an early colonial volume of Indian outrages.
Instead of being filled v;ith a hatred for the sava.je,
Irving V as overcome by the fact of how easily the colonists
V ere moved by the lust for concuest.
In ’'riting his version of the tale of Philip, Irving
describes again the nuthlessness of the colonists in
the burning of Inaian w’igT'.'ams until one colonist v/ondered
whether it could be consistent v/ith humanity end the
benevolent principles of the gospel, he emphasizes^.ov; Philip
was goaded into action by' the treatment of his subjects and
friends, and v'aged a desperate effort to recover v;hat his
people had lost--a battle that ended in his ignominious
death in a sv;amp.
Irving praised the gepj.ius of Philip in consolidating
V^e man^/ Indian tribes and his prowess as a leader. Of
• Philip’s character Irving says, "He was a patriot
attac"d to his native soil--a prince true to his
-?S9, 11, 1-71 Irving Sketch Hook pages
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subjects End indi^-nent of their v;rongs--E soldier dering in
bettle, firm in adversity, patient of fatigije, of hunger,
of every variety of bodily suffering end reedy to perish
in the ceuee he he.d espoused."'
Irving was unc.uest ionably romenticlzing the Indian
end looking ct him from a sentimental angle. He, nevertheless,
possessed in common v;ith ’.Villiem Penn, a kindly f oi ebearence
end philosoohicel outlook, 'Vhether Irvine- \"ouid have oeen
as successful as Penn in actual dec.lings rith the
Indians is r matter for speculation, for his ov:n
relationship v/ith them v;e.s slight end at a time v:hen
me real Indien opposition had died dov.Ti, Piegerdless of
his ovm outlook on the matter, Irving;' s actual factual
material is alv;ays uncuestioneble oecauee of his careful
reference to all sources.
Of his ovm tv/o essays that have discussed here, Keiser
k
says, "They vjere inspired by the romantic enthusiasm i or
the primitive tribes prevalent in those deys." Whereas the
traits v/ith vmich he endov/ed the Indian v/ere opinions
r>
"which closer contact hardly upheld,"*^ In any case Irving
has done as much to immortalize the American Indian as
1*1 any other writer,'
1
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Chrpter IX
The Use of the Indian in Drcma
Indian drc.,ma in Americe did not appear in the main
until the first half of the 19th century, although a few
instances of it were available in the latter part of the
ISth century. Although at that tine, Indian drama
became an impoitant part of American drama, lasting for
as long as thirty years, after that f'.e Indian gradur lly
dlcappeared from the stage, leaving only a few out of the
many V7hich had been VTitten to encure. This seemingly
strange fact is due in most prit to f^e ;ioor portrayal
of the Indian -^n the stage. Rarely ”a s ‘'^e piesented in his
true colois, but for f^e most part as a socialized being.
There was, however, one excellent portrayal of the dndian,
a characterization done by Edv/in Eorrest, a po’.'erful
actor v;ho brought the play "iletamora" to great success on
the stage.
The Indian dramas may be placed in two genpral
categories
—
plays based on the histones of Indian bsttles--
and dramas concerned \"ith the story of Pocohontas.
In considering the earliest reference to the Indian
in drama
,
guinn mentions an anonymous piece of work printed
in Philadelphia in 1764, which was entitled.
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The Pexton Doys .^ It concernec! retrlere vho
came to Phils.delphie to den^'nd protection arcinst the
Indians, and also it controrted the vieap)oints of the
Preshyterians
,
Quakers, ana Spiscopalis.n.s . This piece
I
of v;ork was, hov/ever, of very little literary -^oalue.
In IVbb rhere appeared Ponteach , a drama written in
blank verse by Major Robert Rogers. This drama dealt
with the savages in America in regard to their relationship
w'ith the v/hites and may well be considered the
first important appeal ance of the American Indian in
drama. This play has also been called by Moses, our first
problem play. lie praised it b2 ’‘ sa.ying that it contained
a dignity/ in the drawing of the main character, a subtle
humor in the delineation of the Rnglish characters as
well as a dignity of diction which wa^s striking and
O
which ga'^^’e the olav its lit.erar'',’' valve.
4
Rogers, who v/as born in few ’’Hampshire in 1727, was
familiar with the Indians, for as a boy, he experienced
Indian raids, and as a soldier in the French and Indian
Mars he commanded a company knovm as Roger’s Rangers.
The problem set forth in Ponteach wa.s the familiar
1 bee Quinn History of American Drama' page 28
2’ Moses, M Representative American Plays pages 112,114
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one existing 'betveen the Indian tradesman and the settler.
The white man is condemned as teinp* tor the most part to
blame, for the attitude of the mercenary white traders is
expressed by one of them, a character in the play, v'ho says,
"Our fundamental! maxim is this
That it’s no crime to cheat and gull an Indian."^
This view Rogers ansv;ers in the words of another trader
"Hov;I not a Sin to chest an Indian say you?
Are they not men? Haven’t they a right to Justice
As well as v/e, though savage in their manner?"'^
He then goes on v/ith a plot v/hich brings out the
white’s mistreatment of the Indian, although a large part
of the play concerns the jealousy of Ponteach’s sons as
to which of them villi be his farther’ s heir. The tragic end,
hov^ever, finds the Indian chieftain and his sons dead —
after the author has described a scene of terrible torture
which the Indians inflict on a captured trader.
In picturing the Indian, Rogers has striven to portray
him faithfully from his own extensive experiences. Sympathetically
he deals with the Indians’ side of the case and shovvrs the
vengeance they ini'lict as something which they are goaded
into. One Indian prince speaking of the English says.
1
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'•V/ould.you compare an Indian Prince to those
V»Tiose trade it is to cheat j deceive and Platter?
V/ho rarely speak the meaning of their hearts?
Whose Tongues are full of Promises and Vows."^
It is interesting to note here that the author of the
above play was himself made the hero of a drama by
General Alexander Macomb, also a soldier in the French
and Indian Wars, and who based his play on that historical
affair. His play, entitled: A Drama of Pontiac appeared in
1836. This drama was also sympathetic to the native,
condemning the lack of misunderstanding of the whites
for the Indians. Macomb received popular acclaim for his
work, although in Keiser’s opinion, it had considerably
pless merit than its predecessor.
Although the next Indian drama did not appear until
1808, an interesting Indian song appeared in the play
The Contrast produced in 1799 by the popular dramatist
Royal Tyler. The song was given by Maria, one of the
leading characters at the beginning of Scene 11, Act 11,
and because of the interesting view it gives of Indian
stoicism, I have quoted it entirely.
1 Moses Representative American Plays page 156
2 Keiser Indian in American LiterScture page 70
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I
The sun sets in night, and the stars shun the day;
But glory remains when their lights fade av;ayl
Begin, ye tormentersl Your threats are in vain.
For the son of Alknomook shall never complain.
II
Remember the arrov/s he shot from his bov/;
Remember your chief by his ha.tchet laid lov;:
^.''/hy so slow? - do you v/ait till I shrink from the pain?
llo - the son of Alknomook v;ill never complain.
Ill
Remember the v;ood where in ambush we lay.
And the scalps which we bore from your nation away:
Now the flame rises fast, you exult in my pain;
But the son of Alknomook can never complain.
IV
I go to the lend v/here my father is gone;
His ghost shall rejoice in the fame of his son:
Death comes like a friend, he relieves me from pain;
And thy son, oh Alknomooki has scorned to complain.^
Concluding the song, Maria says of courage, "It displays
something so noble, so exalted, that even in despite of the
prejudices of education, I cannot but admire it even in
1 Halline American Flays pages 13,14
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a Scvc.£'e."^ The riithorehip of this sonr of *i.lknomooh is
imcertain, some suthcrities r scribing: it to Tyler himself
and others to Freneru v;ho v-t s vritinr at that time.
According to the Cambridge History of American
Literature, the series of plays concerning Focohontas,
John Ho If
e
5
and John Smith, is one of the most important
of all the best of these recording t-^ the
history are The Indian Princess by Ba.rker lc08,
O
Focohontas by Charlotte Ec.rnes 1848," guinn goes even further
in saA.ying that, "The Focohontas series contains easily
the best of the plays concerning the Horth American Indian.
James He Is on Barker, a native of Philadelp'^ia, v;rote
The Indian Princess , or La Belle Sauvare - v.hich mas
the first Indian pla.y to be actually presented on the
stage. It v’ss given at the Park Theatre, Hev; York 1808
and v.'as called an operatic melodrama when it v/as advertized,"^
It seems to the reader to be very similar to a Gilbert
and Sullivan operetta. According to Hoses, Barker had
1
2
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intendea his play to he a serious dic.ms , instead of v.hich
it formed the libretto for the music of John Brsy of the
fev; York Theatre,
In spite of the feet that Barker v'rote in a light
vein, he kept close to actual facts of the story as he
had intended; for, in the advertisement of the ploy, it
was announced that, "The materials for this dro.matic
trifle are extracted from The General History of Virrinia
v/ritten by Captain Smith and as close an adherence
to historic truth has been preserver as dramatic rules
v;ould allov/."^
The main plot concerns the love story of Pocohontas
and Johin Rolfe, while other themes include the adventures of
John Smith and his dramatic rescue by Pocohontas, the
intrigues of Pov/hatan and his India.n priests a^gainst the
v/hites, and severa.l minor love stories. All of these elements
are v;oven together by the author into a musical drama
in v/hich light comedy touches are ever present. The
romantic conclusion is the climax of the love affair
betv/een Pocohontas and Rolfe.
Pocohontas is pictured by Barker as a shy, gentle
Indian girl vjith many of the characteristics of the white
girl. In her love scenes with Rolfe she is sweet a.nd
1 Moses Representative American Plays page P71
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The Indiansinnocent, entirely lacking in artifices,
in the play, v;ith the exception of a very fierce savage
called Miami, jealous suitor of Pocohontas, and possibly
Pov;hatan, are rather unreal and fictitious in type
and not at all the possessors of the fierce traits v;hich one
would naturs,lly expect in Indians. Smith is presented
as a very courageous man, the equal of the Indian in
his bravery and Rolfe as a gentlemanly Virginian opposed
to the artifices of his own society. It is possible that
this play, if presented today v;ould appeal to musical
comedy enthusiasts.
Barker's Indian Princess seems to have started
to vogue for Indian plays, ’for after the performance
of his play in 1808, there appeared a great many populai*
Indian dramas. Foremost among the leading playwrights was
a Virginian, George \7ashington Cu.stis, who was the
author of several Indian plays. The first of these
entitled. The Indian Prophecy was produced in 1827 and
concerned an incident told to Custis by Dr, James Craik,
a friend of General George Washington, This play
contained a twofold appeal, for it combined the national
v/ith the native element. The story concerned the
relationship betv/een Washington end Llenawha, an old
Indian chief, v/ho thought Washington divinely protected,
since Indian bullets had failed to strike him at
.
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Braddock's Defee.t, Pr ophesizin;: V.'e shing+ on v;as being
spared for some divine duty, Uenewhs ordered tb?^t his
Indians cease trying to kill him.
The Indian Prophecy , a great success, vas followed
in 1830 by Pocohontas , another brilliant success and one
of the bast of all Indian dramas, V.'ritten in serious vain,
unlike Barker’s Pocohontr'S
,
Ciastic shov;ed a serious
consideration of the Indian cause, because at one point,
iJa.tacoran, an Indian prince, asks a settler,
"If you English so love your ov;n country, why
cross the v/ide sea to depri’^/'e the poor Indian of his
ru.de and savage forests?"^
Iilatacoran, suitor of Pocohontas in this play,
is similar in some respects to the character, l'lis.mi,
of I.Ir, Barker. Pocohontas, herself, is represented not
as the laughing, timid, innocent young girl, but as a
woman gr-owm, and choosing the v-ays of the 'Christ ian,
because her intelligence directed her to accept more
educated and civilised ’cays, She says in rejecting
Matacoran, her fierce Indian suitor, "Llatacoran is brave,
yet he lacks the best attributes of courage - mercy.
Since the light of the Christian doctrine has shone on
mA?- before benighted soul, I haAre learned that mercy is
1 ^uinn HepresentatiA/e America.n Plays
(1776 - present)
page 173
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one of tlie sttributes of tl^e divinity I nov' ^,.dore."^
Powhc.t&n, the chief, conspireo srainst the dnrlish
until in the Is.et act, after the rew^cue of Smith by
Pov/ha.tan is pictured as old and with de.^th in sight, longing
to see his people free before he dies. At the end, hov;ever,
he realises the hopelessness of the situation and so
bov;s to the English. I.'atacora.n, hov/ever, is not to be
dominated by English ways, and he prefers liberty and
freedom in the lest to submission. Thus llatacoran is
made representative here by the author of the typical
savage Indian, although he seems to be the only Indian
in the play who is such a creature. Smith is as usual
a central figure in the story, his rescue being placed
by Custis in the last act, :'Ie is represented somewhat in the
light of a knight of Pocohontas, who gives him a feather
from her plume to w’ear in his helm. The love story of
Pocohontas and F.olfe is here subordinated to the problems
of the Indians and the whites, but it appears at the close
as a climax to Powhatan’s pledge of friendship, for
he said of his daughter and Rolfe,
"Let their union be a pledge of future Union betw/een
England and Virginia."^
1 Quinn Representa.tive Averican Plays page 176
2 Ibid
(1776 - present)
page 192

In ail respects Custis’ pley was a decided
improvement in the treatment of the Pocohontas theme.
This same author is also said to have \;ritten The Pav/nee
Chief but of this play little is knov.n,
Indian drsma received its greatest impetus from
Edwin Forrest's remarkable characterization of an Indian
hero in Lletamora . Ac has been seen, previously to this
the theatre itself hsd done little in the vay of giving
the public authentic portrayals of Indians. Now, aided
by Custis' encouragement, and with the advent of Forrest,
Indian drama, received an impetus such as it had nevei had
with the 1‘esult that the theater took an immediate
interest in Indian drama and divers plays appeared
depicting every phase of Indian life.
Lletomora
.
presented in 1829, was a prize winning
play selected by Forrest from fourteen plays submitted
as the best play containing an Indian character for the
actor to portray. The play, when presented at the Park
1
Theatre in New York, v:as an instantaneous success and
became one of Forrest’s fc.vorite roles. The author was
John A. »:.tone, an actor, whose single success was this
drama and vho later in life committed suicide because
he received no supporh from the theatre. Etone’s
Netamora was the result of his reading of earlier Indian
f A.
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It told the story of Ihilip who v;£.£ l^otruor-. , the
leading character.
It is regrettable that this play could have but little
literary merit, for the reason that it v;as written chiefly
as a starring vehicle for Forrest and consequently
never published. In fact, the play v;as so v;ritten to suit that
particular actor’s talents, that after his death few actors
had the presumption to attempt the role, and as a result,
the play might be said to have died v;ith him, living only
as a memory to Forrest's ability. bTiat little we have,
has been reconstructed from certain of the hero's speeches
v/hich remain. The value of the play lies in what it
did for the popularizing of the Indian in the theatre,
for it prolonged interest in that subject for many years -
so much so that according to Quinn, Forrest was still
acting in the play to interested audiences in 1687.^
The story concerned the last days of Philip and
emphasized his love for his v/ife and child, as viell as his
remarkable courage and bravery in the face of death. His
thoughts conceiTiing the invaders are expressed in a
memorable speech, delivered with great eloquence by Forrest.
AS cited by Keiser, it is as follows,
"The pale faces are around me thicker than the leaves
1
1 Quinn History of American Drama page 271

G2
of suinraer. I chase the hart in the huntin^^ grounds; he
leads me to the white man's village. I drive my canoe
into the riveis; they are full of v;hite man's ships. I
visit the graves of ray fathers; they are lost in the \;hite man's
cornfields. They come like the v/aves of the ocean,
forever rolling upon the shores. Surge after
surge, they dash upon the heach, every foam drop is a
v;hite man. They swarm over the lands like the waves in
v.’inter; and the red men are dropping like v/ithered leaves. "1
The final scene of the play, cited "by llayorga, is a
heart rending one. It occurs when Philip, who has been
informed by his v;ife, just rescued by him from the
whites, that their little son is dead, says the simple
words, "Dead! Gold!" Then he sadly kills his wafe to
prevent her enslE.veraent by his enemies, and at the end,
filled v;ith bullets, he dies pathetically, saying,
"I die - ray wife - my cueen - my ITakmeokee. "2
The Indian, as he was portrayed by Forrest, was a
noble creature with all of his ideal traits brought to
the fore. Since the role was designed to fit Forrest's
capacities, it had, necessarily, to be t^T^ed. Nevertheless,
it did show the Indian love for nature and his land.
1 Keiser Indian in American Litera.ture page 7S
2 Llayorga History of the American Drama page 98
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Of the play in gener&l,- Margai-et Mayoi-ga says in her
Shoit :Iictoi‘y of Aaerican Drama , "It v-ould hc.ve teen
too much to expect John ttone to expic in Indian psychology,
much lees for Ddwin Forrest to inter ;u’et it. Nevertheless,
lletamora was an earnest endeavor to bring drama from
fictional heights to something approaching reality."^
Ivletamoi a wasput on at the h'alnut Street Theatre in
Philadelphia shortly after a drama entitled Y/ilxiam Penn ,
$eto
v/ritten by Wllxiam Penn Smith was presented. This^ drama
Vv'as based on the r elations of the Indians v/ith Penn and
its background was colonial history.
In 1838 the Pocohontais theme was ags in introduced by
I.obert Dale Oven in his play Pocohontas
.
wiiich \;c.s written
in blank verse and prose and was produced in -New York with
Chrrlotte Cushman as Polfe and Emma "Iieatley as Pocohontss.
This drama did not comps rev,'ith that of Custis because it
did not have the dramatic power the latter's did. The story
is occasion?. lly boririg, the only possible ne\; angle to
j-t beiu^., an attempted suggestion of a. love motive betv/een
John omith ana Pocohontas. This, however, wa.s not very
successful.
O. en' s play was the result of long pj eparatoi'y study
1 L.oyor^e ohoit '"'^istory of American Literature prwes 98, 99
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of historical rngterial from v'^.ich he hoped thf t the reader
v'ould £jain benefit, he believed that the the ae of r race
bein,p dr iven from their homes by the i’’ e men \/as a subject
firted for dramatize tion. 0;/en himself realized the-
deficiencies of his ple.y, for he said that it la.cked th.e
deep tra.gedy and broad humor necessc ry to the success
of a play. Fevert'^.eless
,
the play does have its good points,
the most outstanding; one being his Indian characterizations
in general, and in )ai-ticulcr his .'ortrayal of Focohontas
v.'ith her dark ex;reseive features.
A dec£.de later an actress presented her version of the
story in a drama entitled The Forest Princess or Two
Centuries
..v O . This aictress was Charlotte Barnes whose interest
had become aroused v/hile she watched her mother act
in Custis' play, l-^iss Bernes' v;ork, done in blank verse,
omitted entii-ely the love element and attempted a veiy
realistic account, bringing Focohontas to England at the
end v;nere she died after Eolfe had been claared of treason.
The play, acted in Philadelphia, in 1S48
,
v;es fa.irly
popular a Ithough of no really greet literary merit.
In the later half of the 19th century, Indian drama
suffei d from the buries cuing pen of John Brougham. The
caief cause foi- this was the overs entimentalizing a-ind
ennobling of the Indian on the stage. Accoi‘din<^ to 'iuinn,
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"the •: bEurdities of Indian plr. yc '. ere ceitc.in to bring
dov/n upon them the ridicu le of the seriously minded
drsmstist end the comediun."'^ These limitrtions v-ei e
recognized by Bi'ougdiam v^ho wrote tv;o exceedingly populrr
if S'ort lived burlescues on Lt -'ne's betcrnoi'a v.’hich he
subtitled The Ls st of the rollyv/Ocgs , sjid on pocohonts s
which he subtitled The Gentle >^g.ve-'e .
The f ii'st in 1847 vi&.s vTitten in a .'r ort of rhyining
meter and satirized every scene of Ctone's drama. For
instance, in the final dearth scene, cited by Tbyorga, is
representative, Iletaraora rays to his wife,
"lly fairest f loa er
,
why do you look so sad?"
and is ansv/ered,
"Alas, look there! You're no longer a dadl
It is said that Biou ham, olaying the leading role in
his own play was wont to do a great dea.l of "ad-libbing"
which added to the general hiliirity, and the play v/as
received so well tha.t Brougham attempted to re ;eat his
success in 16t5 when he produced his burlescue o7i Pocohontas.
'^’his was an even more dar ing attempt, but it was accepted
w ith enthus ia sm
.
'".uinn ”istory of American Drama page 85
'""'istory of the American Drama Page 154Llayorga Short
1
even to f'e extent of cte rinr nr -ugteni' oerforn-nce
of Pocohontcs v^tiich role he was obligecL to essume on one
occasion ’.hen the leading lady eloped. Brou^hara's svccess
evidently defended a great deal on his abilities as a comedian
and in this airection he v/as well gifted.
ndth the appearance of the burlescue and its tremendous
popularity, serious Indian drama, left the American stage.
It had played its part, and its popularity was nov; on the v/ane.
After Ifto the appearance of the Indian on the stage was
very scarce. Only tv.-o mediocre plays of any importance
ere V rcdoced
«
one in 1£51 and the other in 1S6G. Both of toese
wfere based upon already'- popular ’.ritings. "'he first The
Teot of v;ish-Ton "'ish 1£61 was based upon Cooper's novel
of the same name. On the whole, it followed the novel, and
music played a lai'ge part in it. Although as an amusing
ana humorous piece of v/ork it v/as produced in a great
many theatres, as reiser Duts it, "it is only the faint
echo of an improbable and mediocre story.
Aloru' the same line v/a.s Hiawatha taken from the \ ell-
Imov.m poem and written as a musical play. It was produced
in 1816 and included many modem items.
Although this account of Indian drama is necessarily
a limited one, the reader c.^n readily see the importance
1 Keiser Indian in American Literature page 96
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of Indian drama, especially during the first pai-t of the
19th century. Because this thesis deals particuierly v/ith
the Eastern Indians, it has been necessary to omit
divscussions of famous Indian plays from other sections of
the country. Such plays as the di*amatizct ion of Robert
Montgomery Bird's popular Rick of the. Woods dealing with
the Kentucky Indians and The Ai rowmaker telling of the
South "bst Indian, written by Mary Austin v;ouid deserve
an important place in a general discussion of all
Inoian dra:na.
Chapter IX
Cooper—The Iiamoi-talizer of the Indians
Under Cooper, the use of the American Indian in
Amei-ican literatui'e reached its peak. His primary interest
was in the study of the aboriginal native of America, and
it is a recognizable fact, that through Cooper's faithful
delineation of him, he reached his rightful and immortal
place in American literature.
Cooper v»,’as born in September, 1789, the eleventh
c’lild of his father'. Judge William Cooper and his raother,
Elizabeth Fennimore Cooper, He v;as christened James, later
tc-king the name Fennimore in accordance with his mother's
v;is>es. When Cooper was thirteen months old, he was carried
• c
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in his mother's arms to his father's settlement at the fort
of Otsego. Tie v/as carried there somewha.t forcibly, to be
sure, for Bo^^nton relates that when lire. Cooper refused to
go at the last minute, Judge Cooper took her, seated her
in her Queen Anne armchair vrlth James in her arms, and set her
down in the moving van.^ The settlement v;as carled Cooperstown.
According; to Pattee, it v;ould be a mistake to picture
the boyhood of Cooper as spent in a remote settlement ainid
Indians, for dui'ing his early boyhood, Cooperstown contained
seventy families and was a town easily accessible from Albany
and the Hudson. Authorities are agreed that the only
Indians Cooper could have come in contact with v/ere
stragglers and roving tribes which still lingered on the-^
outskirts of the settlement. Van Doren, hov^rever, calls
Cooperstown, "the raw; central village of a pioneer settle-
ment — where the boy learnedto feel the mystery of the
dark forest."^
It is probably true that the atmosphere was sufficient
to stimulate a boy of Cooper's romantic strain to the
study of native life. Then too, many i-e^ma ins of the red
man's earlier dominsnce v/ere to be discovered, the majority
of them buried just under the surface of the ground.
1 Eo.;;nton James F. Cooper
o VanDor en American Hovel
pages 14, 15
page 21
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pieces of pottery, remains of rude impiements end bones
v;ere among these. It is probcble that a great many v;ere
turned up every year v;hen t e settlers set out to plovv
their lands. For instance, according to James P'ennimore
Cooper II, v/hen Susan Cooper's grave ras dug a skeleton,
thought to be that of an Indian, wa..s found.
Also in Cooper's early boyhood, there v;ere many writings
by men v/ho had eai lier experienced trouble v/ith the Indians.
Among; these was, for instance, the case of John Tunnicliife
who wiote in 1798 of the raid of his property by the
Indians, and incident v/hich had occurred ten years before.
Althoug:h the opportunity of studying the Indian
himself was limited to the study of a type which had
long, since lost his original ferocity. Cooper became
thoroughly acquainted with every detail he could find
out by observing the native in his home town, as a
midshipman in the nav^", and later in his extensive travels.
This ini or.mation he supplemented by reading from all
authentic sources, until it may be said that he was
in command of a laige store of knowledge on Indian life,
buch a book as fui Account of the TIistory, lla-iners, and
(Customs of the Indian natives hlio C:nce Inhabited
Pennsylvania and ITei.gihbor ing Ltates 1819, written by the,
Aevei’end John Heckev;elder
,
was invaluable to Cooper's
purpose since it described in detail the Delawares
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Lohe£;ans
,
and Iroc^uois. It is note^vorthy thc.t Hec'^ev;elder
,
\.ho preached a-aonc the Indians pictured the T'ohicans and
Delawares in a favorable li^ht, \-hile the Iroquois were
desciibed unfavorably.
Cooper's first two pi*oductions
,
Pr ecau-" ion and The a.D.,
,
undertaken as an experirient
,
;;ere published in 1820 and
1821 respectively. Freca-^tion
.
Cooper himself dismissed
as a*n imitative book, and he set out to redeem himself
the fcllo’. in£, year ly writing a book with a na.tive
background. The 8 his next attempt, ’ rs a success both
here and abroad, "^he plot was based upon a stoi-y Cooper
had heard about a Revolutionary spy of hestchesLer, called
by Boynton, "the no man's land of the Revolution."^ The
simple sincerity of the tale with its backgi'ounc of living
American regions and traditions overcame any tec.mical
faults tha.t may have been made by the author to give it
universal appeal. Critics praised Cooper's use of the
Indian so highly that Cooper now; decided to utilize all
master ial which he had collected on the subject. In his
simple introduction to chapter I, Cooper cvoted,
"Bi eathes there a men w'ith soul so dead,
b o never to himself hath said
This is my own, my native land."^
1 Boynton James B. Coooer PAGE IQO
2 Cooper Tor ks of James F. Cooper Volume I
FAGE8 23, 24
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Of The loy Van Doren ssid in his rvner ics.r- ’'ovel , "In '!^he
,v.uei-iccn fiction iw y te ££ id to corae of n£:e."^
"i’he Lest of the rich icens appecred in 1S26 after
Cooper hcd puhiis'oed The Pioneers
,
e novel dealing with
his father's settlement of the Otsego teri'itory and The- Pilot
dealing with his own sea adventures, '^his latter work
initiated a series of sea tales which included "^he ~.ed hover ,
written at a later chte. The La.st of the liohicans , v;hich
may be rightly called Cooper's greatest Indian story, had
its inspiration, according to Toynton, v/hen Cooper visited
the Lake George country and caverns with some friends, who
urged him to write an article a.bout it. "is use of the
Indian theme in "^he "’ioneers in the persons of Hatty Dumppo
and Indian John now occurred to Cooper, and this a ppeared to be
the opportune time to i-e- introduce t em to the public.
Tis decision to I'esume the narrative of those two persons,
resulted in a series of books v'hich are known as The
Leat erstock inw Tales . It is odd enough that although
The Pioneers v;as written first, rightly it belongs last,
because in it Natty appears as an old man.
In The La.st of the Ilohicans , Natty, who is called
Tav^keye is pictured at his peak, as the possessor of such
nobility and clearness of spirit as would never be found
in any other than an inhabitant of nature's haunts.
1 Van Doren 'he American Novel pages
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Chingachgook is the chai=acter of old Indian John, hut here
he appears in possession of keenest faculties, Uncas, the
last of the Llohicans
,
is truly an idealized Indian, and
it is around him that the romantic thread of the story
is woven. Of him Chingachgook says sadly, "I am on the
hilltop and must go down into the valley; and v;hen Uncas
follows in my footsteps, there v;ill no longer be any of
the blood of the bagarnoras, for my boy is the last of the
Mohicans.'*^ He is desci'ibed by Cooper as, "uprig..t, flexible,
graceful and unresti'ained in the attitudes and. movements of
nature, v;ith no concealment in his dark glancing fearless
eye--alike terrible and calm, with the bold outlines of.
his haughty features pui=e in their native red and together
with all, the finest proportions of a noble head, bared to
2the scalping tuft.
”
Kagua, on the other hand, a Mingo or Iroquois, is a
composite of all the tricky, savage, and low qualities
v/hich could be found in an India.n. He is pictured as
entirely murderous, and in a minute description of his
cictions at the very beginning of the story. Cooper gives
us the essence of ail his actions. The description follows;
"His eye alone, which glistened like a fiery star
1 Cooper Works of James F. Cooper Volume II page. 18
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amid lowering clouds, w'as to be seen in its state of native
wildness. For a single instant, bis sesrcing yet wsry glsnce
met the wondering look of tKe other, and then, cha:iging its
diiection, partly in cunning and pcitly in disdain, it
le.sained fixed, c.3 if penetrating the distant air."^
' r
To say of Cooper, as some critics did,*" that he pictured
the Iridic n as ideal, is a theory which is not upheld by
t’ is thesis, for although it is true that Cooper did
idealize Uncss and place in him c- 11 the noble qualities
an Indian have, he pictured the other side of the Indian
character in Magus personally, and more generally in the
fightirq tribes described throuahcut the book, Un'cas was
the exception to the rule, and the example of ’..het Cooper
liked to picture the Indian a.s
,
with his very best
characteristics brought to the fore. That he realized
the murdering' tendencies of the Indian is s own clearly
in his descriptions of the bloody attacK. on the fort by
the Indians, Cooper acceptibi that trait as one peculiar
to Isdian chsracter, for C-' ingackgook himself is unable
to refrain from scalping a poor French sentinel. Cooper's
sentiments are probably expr-essed by Hawkeye who says,
'"’Twould have been a cruel and inhuman act for a v/hite
1 Cooper V'orks of James F. Cooper Volume 2 page 9
column 2'
2 Keisex Indians in American Literature page 105
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skin; bvt 'tis the gift and natur' of an Inaian, and I
suppose it shouia not be denied."^
In t’>e inti- eduction to The Last of the I.Iohicans
,
Cooper gives in full his opinion of the Indian—the i esult
of his careful study. In describing the Indian he says,
"In v;ar he is daring, boastful, cunnin,', i-uthless, self-
denying, and self-devoted; in p-^ace. Just, generous,
hospitable, revengeful, sup.;-r£titiou&
,
modest, end commonly
cha.,£te."
Cooper received some criticism for having; perpetued iy
favored the Delaware and Llohicans, v;hlle he disparaged the
Lingoes and Iroquois. This, critics claimed, was the
result of his reading the account by the Lever ena Hecke\> elder
who did the sa^me thing. It is generally conceded, hov;evc.r,
that the Delaware and Lohicans were, on the vhole, moi e
fi-ienuly to the white, while the Ii-ocuois were ioiown for
f eir wsavage traits. Taking into consideration that Cooper
probably exaggerated these tiaits to si it his purpose, it is
true that he had some basis for is act ’.on.
The iiairie, the next in the Leatherstccking seri-s, had
its scene laid in the far West, and here Hatty appears as
twenty years older than in The Pioneers .* In this book
icn beloTg s to the end of the series. Cooper tur-ned
Cooper '7orks of James F. Coooer lume II page iS'a. ;
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his pen to some magnificent descriDtion of the ",'est, and
even though he had not as yet seen it, by his trer>:endous
pov’er of imagination, it turned out another masterpiece.
Coop -r now turned his attention to s new scene and
one untouched by him up to this. point. Anxious to try
ail new sources of material, he sought out ITew England
and the story of King "^hilip. The result of this v;as
The V/eot of Tish-Ton--'^"ish
,
w ich v;as
,
according to Pattfi'e,
"A -failure so notable that it ended the first period of
his literary career."^ Part of his failure is probably
due to the way in v/hich he represented the Pu.ritan'.
Cooper ha.d early become prejudiced against the Puritans
because of the teaching of one of his instructors and he
had ne\ner overcome the feeling.
Keiser in an interesting and biting ridicule of the
inconsistencies present says that Cooper thought the
title represented the name of eji Indian valley while in
reality it meanf'prairie dog".^' In time the story goes
back ten years previous to the war with King Philip and
ueals with t'ae kidnappin_ of Rijith Ileathcote by a young
savage during an intense Indian raid. Keiser ridicules
the fact that the so-calj-ed cunning Indian leave under
1 Pattee The First Century of American Literature page 532
2 Keiser Indian in American Literature page 109
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the impression that all have teen turned, when in leality
the majority ail come out unharmed, rj.il attempt sto find
Luth, however, are useiefs a.nd she is not found until ten
years latei
,
\,hen aurin^: King Philip's v.ar, the smc to\'.n
is again attacked ty King Philip and the leader of the
llai ragansetts vdio turns out to te PvUth's husband and
foiuier cajtor. Puth, however, remembers nothing of the
past and actually takes pieasme in the dubious ^joStime of
scalping. The tragic death of the hue band concludes
the play.
This story shov;s the usual Indian qualities of
bravery and courage, but although undeniably pov.erfui in
places, it is undoubtedly a. poor piece of v;ork taken as a
waole. Cooper had not i-eaiized as yet that his cibiiity
lay in depicting what he knew most about, the ITev; York
Inaians and settlement life thei'e.
The next important Indian vjork v;’' ich was produced v/as
The Pathfinder 1840, another in the Leata--rstocking series.
This work is considered one of the most important woi-ks of
his later life. In this book, together with The Deers j.ayer
1841, Cooper imp oved a great deal on his first books
in the series.
In The Pathfinder we find the old haunts of the Indians
a;.d a love story in the life of Hatty Burappo, Here also
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Cooper attempted to bring the ocean into a tale of the
forest. In the background are the descriptions of the
gorgeous lake regions shadov/ed by the constant recurience
of the ferocious lun oes. Thei'e is also the thrilling seir.ui'e of
a l^ockade. TTatty Bumppo is obliged to his love up,
ho\.ever, for Cooper wished to kee:> him a man of the forest
and undomesticated in any vay. This story has been
criticized by some as being too similar' to The Lc st of
the Kohicc.ns
, but there is enough in the book to pi-ovide
a sustained interest. It is especially interesting
in the showing: of the fine native traits w'^ich Batty
developed by his experiences a.s a pathfinder.
In the final book of the famous Indian series,
The Deersla?/~er
,
which is chronology the first. Cooper
depicts Batty as a young man juststrrting out on his
primitive life as comoanion to the natives. The reasons
given for Hatty's decision are that he cannot bear the
cori'upt life of the s ettle.iients a-nd that he believes he
can find true honor and sincerity only in nature's virgin
for ests.
Other varied Indian novels v; .ich Cooper pi-oduced
included Wyandotte 1S4C
,
a Ltudy of the Indian's character
and the attacks by Bingo tribes on the ;-utted Knoll of
i.Iajor V.’illoughby in ITew York; Sa tansto e 1S45, concernir^
the Indians' part in Caotain Abercrombie's assault on
I.
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Ft. Ticonderoga; The Chaintearer , 1784, v;hich conipares the
loyalty of the Indian to the deceit of certain whites;
The Redskins
,
v/lich is primarily a story settiny lorth
the economic condiilons of new settlements; Aged Suscuesus ,
a portrayal of an eighty year span in the life of an
aboriginal; Oak Ooenin ^ s 1848 discusses the problem of
the bribery, on the part of both the French and English,
to induce the Indians to scalping. These novels, although
treating of nev/ themes, do not change or add to any of the
basic facts which have been ali*eady discutsed here. Oak
Openings , v^fith the scene laid in Michigan, was the
last of Cooper's Indian novels.
In concluding this treatment of Cooper, I stress
the fact that he v;as no idea.lizer of Indians, but axtmepted
to porti-ay them v;ith tmth and faithfulness,. To bear
out this statement, I quote Brovvnell, who, in his
American Prose Masters says, "It is extraordinary what
a convention his assumed idealization of the Indian has
become. I say extraordinary because it is a facf that the
so-called 'r.obel red man' whom he is suppose d to have
invented does not exist in his books at e.ll."^ goes on
to say further, "His Indians are exemplified by Magua,
and on the v;hole
,
his idea of them is given by Leatherstocking
who teims them all ' varmints ' '
1 Br owne 11 Amei lean Prose Masters pages 20, 21
pages £2, 23C. ibid
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That, on the w’lole, Coop -r’s Indians have been ^;enerally
accepted is ag;rced to by Keiser, v/ho says, "The general
tr’Jthfulnes s of Cooper's Indian poi‘ti - its has been
accepted by posterity and has not been successfully
c ‘'aliens ed. " ^
Chapter XI
Three ITevv Eaf'land Poets; --
or a disci' ss ion of Bryfnt, ".’hix'^ ier
,
and Longfellov;' s "'^iawatha. "
In tie 19th century the Indian found a place in
the cultui"ed writing of iliian Cullen Brysn^t (1794-187«),
John Greenleaf hHiittier (18u7-1892), and Henry hadsvv’orth
Lon,;fellov/ (1S07-1H«2), Used by Bryant to some extent
and more importantly by Longfellov;, the Indian aspeared,
his character sofoened by the all enveloping magic of
poetic imagination and mellowed by time,
Bryant, because of his ever present and deep
understanding of huixianity, his love for nature, and his
outlook on lire ss a great drama tinged alv/ays with
melancholy, saw in the departure of a great race, a
drama worthy of his creative attention. His Indian poems
1 Keiser Indian in American Literature page 147
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including, "An Indif.n Girl's Lament", "An Indian Story,"
"An Inaian at fie Burial Place of his Father", and
"Monument Mountain" are all filled with a certain longing,
a melancholy sadness v^nich sramps them as the work of
the compassionate auohor of "Thanatopsis . " •
"An Inaian Girl's Lamenu" is t^ie song wiiich an
Indian maiden sin^s at tae grave of her lover, slain in
Dattxe, Speaking in simple language to her lover, she tells
him how she has pulled away uhe sorulos v;hich grew too close to
ms sleeping head, and broken ro: est boughs which prevented
the sunbeams irom i ailing upon his grave. She then reviews
the \.eary road w ich led him to his i i.ial resting place. She
tells him that it is she who has arranged his body lor
Its journey to the distant lands, encased his reet in
moccasins, placed his bows and arrows in his hand, crossed
his breast with v/ampum belts, and, after placing food beside
him, has finally wrapped him in bison's hide. The Indian custom
ofprovidi.Tig a lovedone with food and money has been faithfully
carried out. Thus she feels that she has done all in her
power to decorate him as an illustrious warrior should be
decorated and knows that he must be happy. Yet in his happiness,
she begs him not to forget the sad Indian girl v^rho v;eeps the
hours away, forgetting her grief only in thoughts
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of his love.
A haopier theme is present in "An Indian Story", in
wnich gi-iefturns to joy when a lost one is returned,
Macuon, and Indian brave has set forth to hunt a good red
deer as a prize for his dark-haired bride
"Vuith her bright black eyes and long: black locks,
And voice like the music of rills,
Buf when he joyfully returned, he found his bov/er ravished,
and his bride carried off by a ruiiian. His griet/is short,
for he quickly sets olf to find nis bride, and une _ esuit
is described|m the closing lines:
"And the Indian girls, that pass that v/ay.
Point out the x-avisner's grave;
'And how soon to the bower sne loved,' tney say,
' Returned tne ma id tnat was borne away
2
From Maquon, the tend and the brave.'
A poem similar to "Tne Indian Maiden's Lament" is
"Monument Mcuutain" which relates the sad legend of an
Indian maiden, the fairest and most gay-hearted of all
the Indian maids w’ho fell in love v/ith her cousin, an
incestuous love according to the moral laws of her tribe.
1
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Gr-oduelly her eye loses its sparkle, her step, its lightness,
and she spends her time -v/eeping. Finally she confides in her
playmate of childhood that she must die, and later, bedecked
in all her ornaments so loved before, she t'''j’ov.s herself
from the mountain top. Her people buried her upon the
mountain's slope, and thenceforth all who passed laid a stone
in silence on the pile. Thus comes the end to one hapless
Indian maiden because of the customs of her race.
Among the poems which Bryant v.rote concerning the
sadness of the passing of the whole race are; "An Indian
at the Burial Place of his Father", "The Ages," and "The
Disinterested TTarrior."
The first of these, "The Indian at the Burial Place
of his Father" describes an Indian v/ho has come from afar
to seek out his father's ancient burial place; but he
findsthe spot being plowed by the ’"hite men, wath their
sheep on the slopes around, and their cattle on the
meadows. Sorrowfully he says,
"Methinks it w'ere a nobler sight
To see these vales in woods arrayed.
Their summits in the golden light,
Their trunks in grateful shade;
And herds of- deer that bounding go
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O’er hills and prostrate trees below.
And foreseeing the v/ ite nen's final supreniacy,
"And fast they follow, as v.e go
Toward the setting day--
’Til they shall fill f e land, and we
Ta ntriany foil ov; sk
"But I behold a fearful sign
""0 v'hich the white .isn's eyes are blind;
Their race uay vanish hence like mine,
i^nd leave no trace behind,
Sc'.ve ruins o'er the regions spread,
country. He concludes,
"A noble race but they are gone,
with their old forest wide and deep.
o
Are driven to the V.'estern Seal
But an awful prophecy, siinilci-r to the one given by King
And the white stones above the dead."‘-
"The Disinteri-ed Warrior" deals with the same subject
as above, with the po^t pleading that at least the whites
pay reverence to the granges of the former o’- ners of the
1 Bryant
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And v;e h£.ve built our homes upon
Fields where their geners-tions sleep.
Their founaetions sl^ke our thirst ut noon,
"Tpon their fields our hsrvest leaves,
And lovers v'co benesth their moon--
Then let us snsre, st lesst, their grrves."^
"The .-^''es " is a very lon^f poem in v;''^ich Bryent discrsses
at length the disappeciance of certain great races from
the e£rth. This was most probably the result of his
pondering over the Indian I'ace in particular, for he considers
how they have left the Eastern pa.rt of the btates already,
and their former hunting' grounas have become cities.
Thus, in Bryant, the Indian theme is one of sadness,
of the sadness of passing, for the Indisn appealed to
Bryant as a subject for poetry, c'^iefly because of his
mel£.ncholy attra.ction. Bryant car-ed little or nothing
about the history of the Indian or his affairs.
John Greenleaf Whittier became interested in the
Indian theme early in his career, probably because of the
populc.rity of Indian v/ritingsat the time and because of
his interest in the Xndian tales which he had heard from
his parents. Whittier’s mother, a native of Nev; Hanpshire,
1 Bryant Poems page 106
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had been fa.railic.r v/ith many rn Indian raid and often told
of her experiences, hliittier's enthusic.m, hov-evcr, v;as not
sustained, and most of these poems v-eve later relegaued
by him to the appendix of his v/orks since he was inclined
to look at them as "the veak beginnings of the graduate
of a small country school."^ Three of the poems, hov/ever,
were allov/ed to remain in his collected v;orks. These were
"Pentucket," "Funeral Tree of the Sohokis," and "The Bridal
of Pennacook".
Of the poems in the Appendix, I shall make brief
mention. "I.Tata.com" was based on the story of King Philip,
wliom VvTiiutier termed, "the most powerful and sagacious
Sachem whoever made vrar upon the English."^ It contains,
for the most part, talk by Philip concerning the w^rong
he and his people had been done, and in one place he says,
"Yet, brother, from this awful houi
The dying curse oi Metacom
Shall linger w'ith abiding pov;er
2Upon the spoilers of my home.'^
"T'.'t. Agiochook" concerns the supposition by the Indian
», I
1 V.Tiittier
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that the V/liite Hounteins were the residence of powerful
spirits, hecsuse of which belief they never s.scended them,
iit the close of the poem, V.hi"^ + ier sjys that new the
mountains knov/ the Indian God no more but in his pls'ce
the God of w iteme^, and fuithermore pclefaces climb
to the steepest he ip:hts.
"Llag Ilegone," a poem in three parts, according to
hhiittier was begun in IGCO and was not completed for
four years. Dealing with the border str'ii'e of Dastern
Vev! Englanders v:ith their Indian neighbors, it is mainly
fictitious and is at best a labored piece of v/ork.
Among the Indian poems included in the regijlar volume
there auethree V'/hich Keiser considers the best of
hhittier’s poems on Indians.
"Dentucket," the first of these, is uhe story of a.n
attack on Haverhill in 1708 by a combined body of French
and Indians. During this raid 16 of the villagers were
massacred and a still larger numbered made prisoners.
It is interesting to note that ^’lilttier also made a prose
summary of the event in a paper entitled "The Border War
of 1708."
In "Pentucket" ’ e get Whittier’s idea of the savage
Indians in particuiau ly vivid lines describing the raid.
.
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"No,—through the treee fierce eyebeilf glov/ed
Dark human forme in moonshine stov/ed
' ild from their native wilderness,
ith painted limbs and battle dress.
A yell the dead might v:ake to hear
Dv.elled on the night air far and clear;
Then smote the Indian tomahawk
On crashing door end shattering lock;
Then rang the rifle snot, and then
The shrill death-scream of stricken men,--
Sank the red axe in woman's brain
And childhood's cry arose in vain."l
"The Bridal of Pennacook" tells of fhe marriage of
Teuamoo, daughter of the Pennacook chief to a cold chief
of Saugus, who refusecj/to call for his wiie after she had
gone to visit her fathW, The father refused to send her
Dack and the result v'as the death of V’etamoo when the Merrimac
dam burst. In a preface to this poem, Thittier gave the
general facts of the story as true and me date of the
actual marriage as taking place in lb68 at Concord, Nev;
Hampshire, Concord being known as Pennacook. It is
probable that V/hituier got the materiel for this poem
from his mother v^ho had lived in TTew Hamosnire.
r.Vhitteir Complete Poetical Works page 9
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The last of these three poems "Funeral "'ree of the
bokokis" v/as based on the story of Polan, chief of the
Sokokis Indians, killed at Sebago Lake in 1766, and buried
beneath the roots ol' a partially uprooted tl*ee, v;hich in
springing back to place covered the warrior’s grave.
As vi^ill be noted by the reader, most of these poems
are based on legends or stories Vv'hich Whittier had head’d
and they are typical of the v/ay he utilized his material.
It is unfortunate that V/hittier did not see fit to
continue his work on the Indian, for his poems, although
of only fair quality held promise. His rich description of
the New England scenery v/as the best yet seen in poetry
and as a background for tales of Nev; England Indians it
was unmatchable. How'ever, Whittier evidently found that
his chief interest lay in the setting itself, rather
than in his subject material, and his poem "Snowbound"
is one of the compensations for his loss as a poet of
India.n tales,
"Hiawatha," published in 1855 by Henry V/. Longi'ellow
(1807-1882), is consideredby many authorities as the
test original native American poem; for its native theme,
to_ ether with its altogether charming metre, makes it
a most exquisite piece of v;ork. Ofit Theodore Sranton
S''^c^ lo I.s'TsnL''^” acTSoc as'trf.t saorfst 'io taal srfT
e.-fj- *ic lisx/fo lo &rfsJ no 5s3>3.cf as?/ 3l?^o:^^cc.
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says, "After many failures, a native poet had at length
arisen to portray our aborigines, in 8 long poem, v;ith
fidelity and imagination.
Longfellov; based his poem on The Alric ?Lesearches of
genry Schoolcraft, a collection of Indian ^a-les and legends.
^^e had become interesied in the cnilding of a story around
ujKo
an Indian theme upon the suggestion of a student, after
various readings of colonia^l accounts of Indian affairs had
convinced him that the race had been grossly mistreated
by the v/hites.
It is related by his brother th? t in ne had hit
upon a plc.n for a poem on the Indian
^
his purpose being
r>
"to reave together the beautiful traditions into a. whole.
V'Tiile studying from various sources and ende''vnrinr to form in his
mind a clear picture of a legend, Longfellow spent much time
in the careful obser\"ation of all Indians '•ith v’hom he came
in contact, *^he Cambridge ^'^istory ment ions especi?, lly the
spectacle of Clack hawk v'^ich he r/itnessed on the common.
1 Stanton IIanuq.1 of American Literatui*e osge 2«1
2 Longt ellov/ Lit e of henry hh Longtellow volume 2 page 182
Cambridge ITistory of American Literature Volume 1
Edited by Trent, Erskine, Sherman, I'an Doren Page 113
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In oCidition to this, he elso entertrined 0.JiD^£y cdler in
ni£ home. Although t.he idea tor the poem was conceived in
it did not become a complete reality until late,
v.'hen, atrer tive long years ot study, inuermirtent periods
01 v.'ork and varying enthusiams, Longte llov; at last
complered the poem and it vas published, selling as many
a.s aOOO copies in one da.y and beiore lour ’"eeks bad oassed,
t^e mark reached 10,000 in this country alone.
The mj/-th as given in Schoolcraft's hook was entitled
.xicxV.atha" or a.nabozho, ” Lorgrellow chore the more
euphonious oi the two. It was said by Schoolcraft to be
one of the most general in the Indian country and the
prime legend oi their mythology. it was first related to
Sc loolcrait by the Chippewas of Lak|Guperior and concerned
cTi xhdici.n youth with marvelous pov'ers, who had been sent down
hy the Great Spirit as his messenger and prophet. The story
as given in Scnoolcrait it essentially as follows.
Born of "’enonak, daughter of the wife of the lloon,
Lonabozho vms taken to live v;ith his gi'andmother v;hen his
mother died. The grand mother he called Noko--an
ahbreviauion of fohomis
,
meaning grandmother. Becoming
Curious as to ms parentage, tne boy learned from nis grand-
motner that ms letner. The I'/est, hadtaken his
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Tiother witnout the consent of her pei-eutb, ana sne had
diea in giving him oirth. Filled with haored, the hoy
^'enx, -CO Kill his latner but was ax&uaaed wneri nis laiher
oiiered to give him as mucn pov;er as nxs urotnei-t, , so that
ne could ao good for the people of the earth. There follows
the description of Manabozho's many experiences: being
swallov.ed by a fish, the Vv'ar excursion against the Pearl
Feather, his eventual marriage, and adventures v/ith
difi'erent animals. ^
Of the character of Uanabozho Sc oolcraft says,
"Manabozho is regarded by the Indians as a divine
benefactor and is admired and extolled as the person of
strength and wisdom. Yet he presents the paradox of
being a mere mortal,"^
Longfellow, in his version of the poem, followed the
old legend closely for the most part, omitting what he
chot: e and adding what he considered it needed. He did
this according to Thompson "in order to give his poem
wide artistic appeal v/hich he felt to be appropriate to
the character of a man, and discarded all those in
Vvhich he is thought of in animc.l form— He used the
s^iious incidents and omitted ell those in which
Foi‘ entire legend see
1 bchoolcraft liyth of ^"iavatha and other Legends pages 1-49
1 ibid page 51
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Llcmatozho appecxs as a trickster."
The meter of the poem, Longfellow borrov/ed from
Finnish epic called Kalevala. The troc aic diameter
without rhyme and v/ith much^ repetition, v.ell suited to the
poem, has a limpid, running cuality which ic suggestive
of Indian life and is in fact very much like genuine
Indian verse.
Although it is generally thought that Loi^’ellow
leceived several line su"gestions from "Kalevala" and
Keiser notes several parallel lines, Longfellow does
not mention that fact in his notes on the poem. He says
in part, "This Indian Sdda--if so I may call it-- is
founded on a tradition prevalent amon Forth American
Indians
,
of aperson of miraculous birth, who v.ns sent
among them td teach them the arts of peace. He names
Hr^. fcchoolcraft as his source, and adds, "Into this old
tradition I have woven other cvrious Indian legends
drawn chiefly from the various and valuable v;ritings of
Hr. Schoolcra.ft
,
to whom the literary world is greatly
indebted for his indefatigable zeal in rescuing from-
1 Thompson • Fublication of lyodern Language
Ass.ocir.tion of America pages 195, 19C
2 Lee Keiser Indian in American Literature
ijongf ellow
\
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oblivion so much of the legendsry love of the Incisns."!
Keiser finds it unfortunate that Lon^'fellov; a.;propric.ted
from 'Y, Lcho-lcicft a title vAich he proves erroneous
since the two ’ ere not at all ideutical, "Aav/atha being
a I.'ohswk prophet sr.atesmsn and magician flourishing around
1750, and Tianabozho a great Algonquin deity. Thus it comes
about that Lorq fellow ascribes the deeds of this nan to
''ia.watha
.
^
In spite of this, the poem, published in 18oo, was
received by the public with open arms, its appeal being so
great that it was considered almo- 1 epic-like in quality.
Of it Pattee says, "Atmosphere and melody er‘e ever^rthing::
moonlight, starlight, romantic love, days that are forgotten,
sentiment and pathos."^
There is no doubt that Longfellov; has done more
to immortalize the Indian by t^'is one poem than any other
poet befoi e or since. His idyllic oicture of unfettered Indian
life--Indian life as Americans like to think of it—has become
an accpeted tradition a poem aopealing ro children and adults
alike. And one has only to listen
1 Longfellow Complete Works 194
2 Keiser Indian in American Literature page 198
3 Pattee The First Centui-y of Ameimcan Literature page 534
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to its lilting meter and haunting strain to se^ the reason
ror its universal appeal--
r
By the snores of Gitche Gurnee,
By the shining Big-Sea- '-ater,
Stood the Wig^'em of NPlinis,
Dcugnuer of the Toon, TTohomiSj
Dark behind it rose the forest,
Rose the black and gloomy pine-trees.
Hose the firs with cones upon them;
Bright before it beat the water.
Beat the clear and sunny water.
Beat the shining Big-Sea-V/ater.
There the wrinkled old TTokomis
TTursed the little Hiawatha,
EocKed him in his linden cradle.
Bedded soft in moss and rushes.
Safely bound with reindeer sinews;
Stilled his fi-etful wail by saying,
"HushJ the naked Bear will hear theel"
Lulled him into slumber, singing
"Ewa-yeal lly little owlet!
7/ho is this, that lights the v/igv/am?
V/ith his grea.t eye lights the w’igvram?
"Ewa-yeai My little owlet!
1 Longi ellow Comole ue Poems pages 119, 1920
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Chapter XII
Thoreau's Interest in the TTative
Perhaps of all American men of letters, the greatest
lover of the Inclic:.ns v;as Henry David Tnoreau (181^-18G2),
a native of Concord, Hassachusetts
. Mature in its jiraplest
foi-m appealed to Thoreau, who took no iaterest m line
manners or dress. Forever searcmn^ lor a nev; find on
nis many v/alks, Thoreau's greatest delignx came wnen ne
X ouiiQ an old Inaian relic—an airowoead pernaps, or the
corroded remains oi an oia Inaian ilreplsce. These lo
nim represented the earliest, and most neai-xy ideal life
of America—bet ore taxes \.ere introduced, and men become
slat'es to fashion.
In a biography of Thoreau, written by Ralph V/aldo
Emerson and included in Thoreau's Complete 'Yorks , Emerson
tells us that Indian relics abounded in Concord— in addition to
arrowheads—stone chisels, pestles, and fragmentsof pottery
were to be found as \ ell as ashes, marking spots the
savages had frequented. According to Emerson, "These and
every circumstances touching the Indian v;ere important
in his eyes. T-Tis visits to Maine were chiefly for the
love of the Indian. Fe had the satisfaction of seeing
the mrnufacture of the bark-canoe as well as trying.
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his hand in its management of the rapids. He was inquisitive
ahcut the iJiakiiig of the stone aiTow-heed, and in his last
aays cliarged a youth setting cut for the Rocky «!ountains
to fina an Inaian who could tell him that. Occasionally
a small party of Penobscot Indians would visit Concord and
pitch their tents for a few weeks in summer on the river
bank. He fa.iled not to make ecqaaintance with the best of
ti:em; though he well knew that asking questions of Inaians
i&iiiKe catechizing beavers and rabbits. In his last
j
visit to Iv^aine he haa great satisfaction from Joseph Poiis,
an interesting inaian oi Old town, who was his guide for
some weeks,
Thoreau's interest in the Indian dated back to his
childhood, when, with his brother, John, he made a hobby
of hunting for old Indian relics, .7ost of these excursions
he recoiclea in his Jcurnal, One one occasion when he v/as
twenty, he was with his brother on one of their walks
and make an interesting discovery. He i-ecords the start
of the trip in his Jcurnal as ioliowe, ''V.ith our heads
full of the past we went to tne mouth of Swamp Bridge Brook,"
V.hen they arrived thei e, inspired by rhe site, Thoreau
broke into an extravagant eulogy say ingj\part
,
"There
was their loage the rendezvous of the tribe, and yonder,"
1 ^horeau Complete Works page 21
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on Clamshell Hill, their feasting ground. This no doubt
was a favorite haunt." He concluded the eulogy by pointing
dramrtically to the ground and saying
,
"There is
Tahatav/an’s ai'rov.'head. " To his surDrise, on lifting
the stone, he found a perfectly shaoed ai-rov/head beneath iti.
This interesting episode is only one of many recorded carefully
in the Journal.
Ch£.nning, who has vritten perhaps the most all-inclusive
biography of Thoreau stresses the fact that the naturalist
did not do a great deal of reading of works by contemporary
novelists, but spent the time when he v/as not studying
nature, reading books by reliable authorities on Indiams.
Heckewelder and Schoolcraft's books were tv;o of Thoreau'
favorite sources of smow ledge, Then, too, so as not to
limit his knowledge to one particular section oi the
country, he read books by French autPors concerning Southern
Indians and in addition read in Latin many of thebooks
written by Jesuit missionaries who had traiaLed through
Canada. -Ho labor was too great for him in the v/ork that he
loved. \Vhile reading the various books, he made a great
many excer els and copied early maps and figures of Indians,
io, In all, his Indian material covered eleven notebooks.
This vast undertaking was begun about I8b0 and
1 Thoreau Journal pages, n r>
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continued until Thoreau’s deatn in 1860.
Tnoreau, hovever, v/as not a man to depend on his
readin,r, and it v/as his custom to test his knov/leage by
actual experience and observation. In this direction he did
not limit himself ro his home state but traveled extensively
tarough Maine. He traveled v/estv/ard, however, only to
Minnesota, where he went for his health, but he v;as always
eager to hear all he could of Rocky Mountain trices and
the Southv/est and Souxnem Indians.
Most of Thoreau’s philosophy on uhe Indian is
included in his biggest productions, ^yalden^ The Maine Woods ^
and the Journal or which I have already spoken. In taese
books numerous references to tne ixative appear.
In Walden
.
Thoreau is continually comparing savage
life with ohe complicated economic lire or men. His btay
at Walden was an experiment. He warned to experience
an uncomplica oed type of existence, living in ibe simplest
or circumttances
. It u. ight be said, hov/ever, tnat Thoreau'
s
personal nacxoowcre actually Indisnlike. Active and elastic
physically from his life in the open, he was not bothered
by heat, rain, cold or snov/. His diet was spare and of
the simples type. His habits had been these w'hen he
lived in the town of Concord, but his V/alden experience
gave him something more. Here he was able
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seclusion and fnTxow out ciany of
his theories.
in his writings on V’alden, Thoreau
reveals his attitude
toward the Indian and also a thorough
knowledge of Inaian
life. He gives as an example of savage
ingenuity the
Indian' s ability to regulate the wind in
his house by
means of adjusting a sti-ing attached to a mat
suspended
over a hole in thehof.
Pleading for s return to simple hehits,
Thoreau
contrasts the savage’s physicel condition v.ith
tacit of
civilized nan. This does not mean that Thoreau
v^’anied
a complete return to Scvage life. On
the contrary, he
believed man should take advantage of the
improvements
of civilization, hut he in doing so should
not become the
tool of his tools. It is not true that
Thoreau> aia
not realize the savage had his deficiences.
e well knevt
the fierce side of their natures, but he
did consider
them human and declared that "Civilized man
is simply
a more experienced and wiser savage." In an
ironic
argument for the savage’s humanity, he declared
that the
savage in war was certainly no worse than
the white man
at war. These arguments were probably
given by ^horeau
in answer to his contemporaries such as
Hawthorne who
1 Thoreau Journal page bl
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considered the Indians beasts.
The Faine Woods is really a journal of Thoreau's
experiences vjhen he tiaveled through those v^oods v/ith
an Indian acting as his guide. As a result these writings
are full of references to the rednien. Thoreau describes
Oldtovm and the Penobscot and later* the large wooden
crosses which had been used by the Catholic missionaries
who came through to the Kennebec. To collect all of these
interesting references should prove a.n interesti:Tg piece of
work, but it does not belong here. Suffice to say that
Thoreau himself had an enjoyable time follow'ing up Indian
tribes, and living in general the Indian type of life he
loved sc well. From his Indian guide, Joe Polis, Thoreau
gained much interesting information, although he regretted
that Joe v;as sometimes in^, lined to retreat to the
taciturnity peculiar to Indians, at which times, the poet
and author could do nothing with him,
Thoreau's use of the Indian is clear enough. Of his
love for them, I should say it was based on Thoreau's
love for t.he glory of the past and for the ideal free life
he pictured them as once the possetsors of; and although
he was not so pro-lificoin his poetry as in his arose, his
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thoughts of them are v-ell brought out in t-^.e f ollov/ing
poem v;hich is included in his journal.
Thus, perchance, the Indian hunter.
Many a lagging year agone
Gliding o’er thy ruffling v^ater.
Lowly huraraed a na-tural song.
Nov; the sun's behind the v;iliov.-£,
Nov.’ he gleams a long the waves
,
Faintly o'er the wearied billow’s
Gome the spirits of the braves.^
1 Thoreau Journal page 261
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Findings and conclusions
The American Indian plays an important part in American
literature. With the introduction of him as a subject for
' literature, a new and completely American type oi writing
came into being. Up to this time the settlers of America
had depended largely upon the English authors. They had not
as yet realized the opportunities that the new land oiiexea.
The native provided a theme which was unrque ana untried and
which, being original, naturally proved intensely interesting
to other countries as well as iimerica. France's philosophers
usea the Indian as an exponent of the Housseauistic theories
of ideal life. Even the story of Focohontas was eagerly seized
upon as a new subject for literature. It may be possible that
the interest shown by other countries in the American native
made potential American authors aware of a tremendous new
national note.
The use oi the Indian in American literature may be
divided into two main categories: the use of him in historical
material, and his use as a subject for fiction. The Indian
was naturally vnritten about from a historical viewpoint first,
because he and his customs and ways of living were of historica,!
value to posterity. The settlers set dov/n as faithfully as they
^ could, the accounts of their first meetings with the natives
whose homeland they had invaded. They recorded them both for
future historical reference, and to satisfy the curiosity of
^
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the many v>ho wei e curious about the strange person, called
the Indian, In this first category, then, belong the histones
of wars v/ith the Indians, the personal accounts of captivities
and the descriptions of the manners and customs of the native.
Books such as captain' John Mason's History of the Pequot 7/ar,
?v'^s. Mary Rowlandson’s Karrative of captivity and Restoration,
and Daniel Denton’s Description of Eev/ York and Its Inhabitants
belong to this phase oi writings on Indians,
Gradually the Indian as a fitting hero for novels, drama,
and poetry, presented himself to the eager pens ox native
American authors, looking to utilize native material. We have
seen the long list which began with the short stories, dramas,
and earlj'’ poetry to culminate in such works as Cooper’s immortal
Last of the Mohicans or Longfellow’s "Hiawatha." There is no
doubt that the Indian had his place and an important one in
American fiction.
Comparing the attitudes of the various authors throughout
toward the savage, one notices a gradual change in outlook
from the Puritan idea of the native as a cruel inhuman savage
to a more hum.anitarian and sympathetic view’’ of him, until
finally the original savage seemed to disappear and in his
place appeared an idealized redman, a glorified representation
of the race, vho was to take a permanent place in literatujre.
In concluding, is there any doubt as to the important
part the Indian played in American literature? Can anyone
studying the history of our country’s literature overlook the
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part the Indian played in it? Using only the material which
this thesis encompasses, there can be no doubt as to the
an.swer •
If one were to consider for a moment the great part the
Indian has played in the literature of the other sections of
our country - Helen Hunt Jackson’s plea for the Havaho Indian,
her gorgeous descriptions of their adobe houses in Ramona ;
Edna Eerber * s epic use of the Indian in the great v/estern plains
in the frontier novel, Cimarron ; Bird's discussion of the
Kentucky tribes in Hick of the Woods - James Hall’s Legends
West and Tales of the Border-William Gilmore Simms’ Romances
of the Border , in particular The Yemassee and William Joseph
Snelling’s Tales of the Northwest
.
- one would realize that the
work discussed in this thesis encompasses but one small portion
of the vast amount of material in which the Indian played an
important part in the lito* ature of our country.
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In my thesis
,
"The Use of the American Indian in American
Literature in the Eastern States to 1890", I have given a
comprehensive viev; of the Indian as he appears in the Lit-
erature of the Eastern section of our country, particularly
in the literature of the Nev. England States, '/irginia, Penn-
sylvania and Uew York, a.nd occasionally with reference to Flo-
rida and that part of Canada w'hich had intercourse v;ith Eevif
York. I have been obliged to omit a discussion of the Indian as
he appeared in the literature of the other sections of our
country, because of the necessary limitation of my subject, and
because to treat that subject thoroughly would require &. vhole
thesis in itself.
lly purpose was to show hov; important the use of the Indian
was in our literature,- in drama, poetry, essay, and novel,
-
and, by a discussion of important and representative works, to
show the ever-increasing use of the theme as our literature
became more intensely American. I have endeavored to arrange
my m^aterial in such order as to show^ how each subject was
developed in each particular branch, with the WTiters in pro-
gressive groups utilizing material presented by earlier ones.
The first chapter deals x’irith the background for the intro-
duction of the Indian, and presents the Indian as master of
his native soil. The Indian was not to remain as the master of
his destiny for long, however, for the invasion by the w^hites
began and goaded the Indian into a desperate effort to retain
his land. With this know^ledge as background, I proceeded to the
discussion of the first use of the native in literature by the
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of the appearance of Pocohontas in the v«o:i tings of Captain John
Smith,
After setting forth the historical facts behind the story of
Smith's meeting v/ith Pocohontas, I devoted the second chapter
to a discussion of the two versions of the story as seen in
Smith's True Relation and later in his General History , Each of
these versions differed in the presentation of the fundamental
facts of the story of Pocohontas, and I have given a brief des-
cription of Smith's personality to account for a possible addit-
ion to the story. Then follows a mention of the use of the
theme by later writers.
The early histories of Indian affairs began to appear shortly
after the first clashes of the Indian and the white man. This
thesis shows the beginnings made by the historians during the
Pequot and King Philip Wars, It also shows the gradual widen-
ing of the scope, to include a more general consideration of
Indian wars and affairs, I have considered it important to set
forth the attitudes of the historians because it is true that
these attitudes entered in the presentation of their material,
and because it is interesting to compare one work with another
in respect to the outlook of the author.
Under the general classification of WTitings concerning the
captivities, I have discussed the personal accounts by individ-
uals who been victims of Indian raids and lived to write of
i ' '
'
'V their eaiperiences. These accounts proved to be important because
by a study of them, one gets a clear picture of what people were •
experiencing at that time as well as information about the customs
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of the natives of the country in its primitive state. The
value of these personal versions is not a matter for conjecture
hut an established fact,
I have introduced the use of the Indian in fiction hy a des-
cription of the works of Philip Preneau, whose poetry is the
first to deal im.portantly v/ith the native theme. Early influen-
ces on the poet's life, and his acceptance of a type of Rousseau-
istic philosophy may he partly credited v;ith the eagerness with
which Freneau turned to the portrayal of the native in his forest
haunts. His treatment of the Indian in poetry may he seen in the
poems discussed in this chapter.
Further use of the Indian in liction is shown in the early
short stories v/hich appeared, among which "The History of Maria
Kittle "is discussed in Chapter V. The gradual improvement in
story writing, and the continued use of the Indian as a subject
showed that the early novelists were awakening to the opportunit-
ies v/hich their ov/n country offered in original material. Charles
Brockdon Brown's use of the savage in Edgar Huntley is an indica-
tion of the Indian's future place in the novel, Hohomok and
"Yamoyden" are likewise examples of how American authors v;ere
beginning to seize eagerly upon native material which presented
itself.
Before presenting a discussion of Paulding's portrayal of the
^
Indian in Koningsmarke
. I devoted a good deal of chapter VII to a
•^discussion of the background with which Paulding was familiar,
for it was with the relations of the Indians and the whites on
the Delaware that Paulding dealt. Reference to William Penn's
'.
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writings is also valual)le to a reader wishing a full picture of
the background which Paulding utilized.
With the advent of 7/ashington Irving, we have the first
trace of the Indian’s gradual retreat to idealization in Amer-
ican Literature, for Irving’s study of Indian life resulted in
a portrayal of the Indian which was tinged by the author’s
geniality and sympathetic understanding. Thus the tv/o essays,
"Traits of Indian Character" and "Philip of Pokanoket" actually
represent the more tolerant attitude w'ith which the Indian was
henceforth to be portrayed.
The use of the Indian in drama I have discussed under that
general title in order to preserve the continuity and to trace
the gradual development and final decline of Indian Drama.
Beginning with the first of these dramas in 1764, I have placed
all Indian plays in two general categories,- plays about the
Indisn Wars and heros, and plays concerning Pocohontas. Then
taking each of the dramas chronologically, I have discussed the
importance of each, a.nd the extent to which the Indian theme has
been developed. There has also been included here an Indian song
of uncertain origin, "Son of Alknomook", which appeared in Tyler’s
Contrast and illustrated the peak of popular demand for Indian
material in plays. The final decline of Indian Drama because of
the burlesquing of the subject concludes this chapter.
As would naturally be expected. Cooper’s use of the Indian in
‘‘H^'^his many novels has been treated to some extent in this thesis,
because to most persons’ minds, including my own. Cooper is
generally thought of as the great immortalizer of the redraan in
the field of novel writing. Certainly, for the Eastern section
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of the country, at least, he is entitled to that consideration.
In my discussion of Cooper, I have set forth the facts oi his
life, his background, and his reading as they are related to
his use of the Indian in his works. The fact has been stressed
here, by use of concrete examples, that Cooper did not limit
himself to the portrayal of one side of the Indian’s character,
but, on the other hand, gave a faithful and true picture of
his entire make-up.
In the concluding chapters of this thesis, I have given
consideration to three of our famous 19th century poets and one
prose writer,- namely, xiryant, 7/hittier, Longfellow, and Thoreau.
Bryant’s use of the Indian has been illustrated by a discussion
of his most popular poems, poems which shov/ed his interest in the
native to be one of the melancholy of passing, rather than an
historical interest, Whittier, on the other hand, early became
interested in the Indian from the historical point of view and
wrote poems based on historical facts. To illustrate the climax
of the use of the Indian in poetry, I have chosen "Hiav/atha"
,
In order to give this poem, called by many, the first original
American poem and epic, I have discussed it at length in respect
to source, plan, meter, story, and general treatibent by Longfellow,
The las t chapter deals v;ith Thoreau, the one outstanding
lover of the Indian not yet mentioned, whose collected material
on the subject of the Indian covered eleven notebooks- a gigantic
task, and the result of Thoreau’ s untiring labor in the field he
lo ved. His numerous references to the Indian in his prose works
is also discussed here, as well as his personal attitude toward
the race
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In concluding, I asserted that the Indian plays an important
part in American Literature. He is treated in all types of that
literature and from every attitude. In earlier days he was dep-
icted brutally in historical recordings. As time passed, and as
he, himself was pushed further back to the western sea, his char-
acter became softened by intervening time, and people were inclined
to look sympathetically upon him and grant him immortality, at
least, in the literature of the country that had been his. In any
case, his important use as an original theme in American Literature
cannot be denied.
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